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The ~rucial physical duties of'police work are the concern of 

this study. While. the majority o'f the police officer's duty time is 
, . 

spent in sedentary or minimally demanding activities, there is an a~-

pect of his job whicA demands sudden and immediat~ responses to crit

ical situations. His job has been created because the public realizes 

that in the protecti on of t~eir own ·1 ives and property, they are 'not . " 

~L'~ ~- ~~'1 LL' d '.1 d ttlJl~ lot) I II I.IIEii' nee ,5 unalae . Ilh +h 1 • .. .. ,~n .... e po. 1 ce are called to inter-

vene, the cit~zen has reached his last squrce of h~lp. Need has escal

, ated to the point of desperation. 

What is the officer able to do when he confronts these situations? 

This is the key issue. Can he in fact protect the public's lives and 

property? The public is only as safe as the police officer is capable. 

Yet \'Jh~t i~s pravi ded the offi cer to meet the needs of pub 1 i c safety 

amounts to a scale of mechanical equipment, and occasionally some train-
.' 

ing in manipulative p~~ychology. We can assume that the officer' can 

~hoot or talk, but are uncertain of any intermediate action. l~hen ver

bal communication breaks down, and physical force is required, He face 

another dilemma. If a police officer is substanda.rd in his ability to 

protect hims.elf or others and therefpre .llses an inappropri ate means of 
.' . 

force or.an improper application of forcE!, thequality and effectiveness 

of his service is questionable. 

The citizenry often questions the initiation, e5c~lat'ion!> and de

gree of force. used by police officers. It assumes that the police 
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officer's training will ensure appropriate action. In this study, 

to bridge the gap between expectation and ability, we are attempting 
. . 

a specific means of evaluation, and an examination of job-related 

injuries, si.tuational demands, and physical performance. 
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During the past 3-1/2 years in the City of San Jose, there have 

been 523 cases of injuI(Y to pol ice officers in the performance of their 

daily work tasks. In the surrounding County of Santa Clara, from 1970 

to 1973 08 months), '129 police officers were injured as a result of 

assault. The ~opulaiion of San Jose increases nearly 25,000 per year. 

On an over-all scale, there are now 1.52 police officers per every 1,000 
t, 

San Jose, citizens. However, on a 24-hour basis, the San Jose Police De-

partment fields an average of 60 uniformed officers per shift, result

ing in an actual coverage of one police officer per 8,700 citizens. On 

an annual basis, these officers answer approximately 180,000 calls for 

service and 'have effected 14,976 total arrests in 1973-74. 

In the last 3-1/2 years, there were approximately 550,000 calls 

for se'rvice. Approximately 480 of those calls resulted in an on-duty, 

tnju~y to a police officer; that is, one officer was injured for every 

1,150 calls answered. Over this 3-1/2 year period, on the average, 

425 calls were answered every 24 hours. Therefore, a trend can be 

seen, that one San Jose police officer was injured every three days, 

almost three hurt in a week, or eleven every month, and over 132 per 

year. 

It is reasonable to conclude that as the calls for police service 

increase, so will the number of injuries increase. In 1974, to date, 

an average of 470 calls are dispatched in a 24-hour period. Using the 
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above figures, it can be expected that 152 San Jose police officers wt11 

be injured this year, 'approximately 13 officers every month. 

Santa Clara County police officers are trained in various aspects 

of police work at a county academy over a period of 400 hours. 16 hours 

of this instruction time are devoted to defe~sive tactics and 30 hours. 

to physical training. There are no pass-fail s~andards for any ?f the 

training areas. A cadet cannot fail the academy. Follow-up training 

f9r on-duty San Jose police officers during the past five years amounts 

to'7 hours of defensive tactics and 1 hour of physical conditioning. 

Physical injuries incurred during the 1973-74 period total 224 

,thus far, indicating a rise in the injury rate. This figure represents 

only uniformed beat officers and should be considered against the City's 

total of 360' uniformed 'personnel assigned to patrol. ·service. Total 

police officer injuries have caused a loss of approximately 23,000 man

hours during the past 18 months. The City of San Jose has been respon-
. ' 

sible both for salary compensation and for approximately 180,000 in 

medical expenses over the past 3-1/-2 ysars'. 

As of 1972; San Jose has dropped its h~ight and weight require

~~~ts. A police applicant need only have his weight in proportion to 

hi s h'ei ght. Thi sis also true of most other Santa C1 ara County 1 aw 

enforc~ment agencies. Of the recently hired San Jose police officers, 

31% fall below the average 5'9 11 American citizen. The average Ameri

can out\'Jeighs this same 31% by 22 pounds. The average assaulter of 
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police officers stands 5' 8" and weighs 156 pounds and works in a 

physically active blue-collar job. 

The conditions indicated by all of these figures have motivated 

this study.,of fitness levels and fitness needs in police work. 
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Th'is chapter offer's a vivid and accurate portraya'i of on-the

street lV01ice work tasks. Data was extracted from offense report 

forms 'filed in the Records Division of the San Jose' police Depart

ment. lEach situati on presented is one of substanti a 1 frequency. 

Each discussion of variables presents those factors which help to 

aS,certain the outcome of the situation. 

. . 

• 

(' • 

---------,,- --~-~ 

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 

SITUATION #1 

. 
fA po1ice unit staffed with two officers is dispatched to a resi-

dence in response to a "violent family disturbance. II The officers ,are 

furtiile:r advi~e9 to respond "Code 2./1 When the police unit ary';ves at 

the r.es'idence, they are irronediCl.tely greeted by a small pre-sc.hool child 

who screams that 'his ~10mmy and D.iddy are fighting. The off'jcers follow 

t~e cmIJd and enter the home. Ins.ide the home they obs~rve two men and 

one WCJiiiCl.n in the 1 iving room area. The' woman is sitting 01:1 the couch., 

cryilllg'_- The offi cers observe that the woman's 1 ips- are swoll E!n and 

covered with blood _ They also note that her blouse is tOlrn., Her hus

band t.s standing directly in front, of her, yelling. He appears to be 

very amgry_ Sitting approximately 10 feet from the husband and his . 
wife IS a second man. This man is a cousin of the husband . 

, 

S'lUddenly, the husband becomes aware of the presence qf the two 

pol'fce !Officers and walks toward them. He demands to know why they 

are in: lhis home and immediately demands that they leave. I'Jithin sec

~nds~ tne husband grabs the officers by the arms and attempts to push 

themast of the house. The police officers attempt to restrain the 

man anGa fight ensues. Suddenly, the second man jumps to his feet, 

runs 'taward the officers, grabs one and falls to the floor with him. 

Each ,Officer is nmv engaged in physical combat. After three or four 

minutes of physical combat, the officer involved with the husband's 

cousin is able to retrieve his mace . 

--9 -
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:ite: then sprays the chern; ca 1 agent into the face of the man. The 

man imm~jately halts his attack on the officer. This officer now 

goes 'to: ·;the aid of the second offi cer who is now prone on the floor 

with the husband on top of him, beating hi"l,~" Hith the combined efforts 

of baJtfr IDfficers, they ,l're able to physican.;' ,'-"'; '. ql the husband and 

handcuff him., 1"he husband's cOllsin is also har:dcuffed. 

l1be cousin is taken out ;Jf the house and to the POli{.';d vehicle 

'which is parked approximately ,30 feet from the house. He get$ ~nto the 

veniciJe 'wi1lingly. \~hen the o'ffi cers attempt to take the husband to 

the ~ljce vehicle he continues to physically resist them. He attempts . 
to kick 'them and rolls ~round on the floor when they attempt to grab him. 

Beca:useof t'his situ~tion, the officers determine that they must drag 

the susjpect to his feet~ After the suspect is raised to his feet, he 
. . 

abr.up.tl:y pulls aWiay from .the..officers. and runs a\~ay .. frQm, them- The Off-

icers dl~se the suspect and overtake him approximately 20 yards fr'om 

the prolii-cc ;1-ehicl e. Again, the suspect ki cks at the offi cers and must 

be dr.a~ed to the car. After much effort~ the suspect is finally placed 

in the @olice vehicle. 

Mm~n the officers arrive at the County Jail facility, they attempt 

to rEmor~e the suspects from the vehicle. The cousin of the husband 

comes cnut \,/i11ingly; however, they are met with full resistance from 

the husfband. He ki c,ks at them, spits at them and a struggle ens·ues. 

Finalllj!'r, after three Ol~ four minute's, the suspect is taken out of the 

veni'cl'e, and dragged into a hording cell. 

. - 10 -
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1lle situation described in this request for service, the 415 

faml1y disturbance, is one encountered frequently in the working life 

of a San Jcfse police of-ficer. It is obvious ,that if the police offi

cer fails to physically control these situations, the public safety 
. 

and the officer's safety are in great peril. Hhen physical confront-

ation is initiated, the key question is: Should a police officer be 

exp~ted to and be capable of controlling physical conflict? Controll

ing physical ·conflict w;·l1 require the officer to think, react, and per

fbnn under varying degrees of stress, utilizing techniques and applica

tions of physical force. The resolution of physical conflict is accom

plished by controlling the factors of physical combdt,i.e., being 

strock by fist or feet, being throvm to the ground, the arms and 1 imbs 

being pul1ed and tWisted" losing one's balance, falling into numerous 

objects, bei.ng scratched or bitten, being struck"by clubbing objects 

or missiles~\·/restling for control of firearms or other fatal weapons. 

-Contrall ing the factors of physi cal combat can be accompl i.shed by the 

. use of defensive tactic techniques or by deadly force. Only when these -

factors are controlled can the officer i'nstitute the restraining pro

cess,: handcuffing» pl acing the suspect into a vehi cle and booking him. 

It is reasonable to expect that if the police officer is unable 

to physically contro'j the situation described in the family disturb

ance2 nne m~ expect one or more of the following results: (1) death 

'or injury to theOff;cer, (2) death or injury to the victim in peril, 

(3) death to the suspect, or (4') total nOD·-involvement by the police 
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officer~ i.e., retreat. by the officer. 

To understand the entire situation of the 415 Family Disturbance 

earlier di;cussed, \oJe must first identify all the factors present in 

the situation which must be controlled. To accomp11sh this we will 

first fccus on the original radio dispatch. When the average police 

offic~r first receives his assignment!t "RESPOND TO A VIOLENT 415 

FAMILY IDISTURBANCE,t1 it would be reasonable to believe that he imme

diately :begins to ponder the nature of his task. The mere utterance 

of the rurords tlViolentll and "415 Family Disturbance" \:,'ill usually elicit 

the officer's past associations related to "violence ll and "disturbances. 1I 

In mast cases, the v~ry .~ature of this type of call will begin to pro

duce a ~ondition of apprehension. The peril, or danger apprehended, 

then rnaJ1llifests -itsel f in the form of stress: a temporari ly induced 

physioTogical or psychological imbalance. The st"ress vIll1 then usually 

manifest in j:he form of anxiety, producing increased heart rate, in-
-

crease~ respiratory response, perspiration, nervous stomach, tightening 

of the ~uscles and other forms of tension. Both the degree of peril and 

the degree of stress and anxiety depend upo(l the individual. Two main 

indiviooal variables are: psychol ogi cal state of being and physi cal 

state a;f being. The physiological or psychological imbalance vlill con

tinue until the cause of peril ceases. An' in-depth examination of Situ

ation #'1 will illustrate all of the factors and variables on the scale 

of physi:cal conflict, including stress, peril, the process of phys'jcal

ly ccntlrolling conflict and the-restraining process. 
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SITUATION VARIABLES OF #1 

1. 1lie.ph~ical confrontation was immediate and unavoidable. The 

sudden physical confrontation by the husband made it impossible for the 

offioersmutilizE any verbal control techniques. The situation demanded 

that t~yemplDY irmnediate physical defensive response. 

2.. me iJlll.lledi ate use of a chern; ca 1 agent was not poss i b 1 e. .The 

initial 'vemal .demands of the husband would not justify the use of a chem

(cal agent- 'When be approached the 'officers, he had not yet made' an 

overt gesmre :of physical 'force. Hhen he finally became physically ag-

gressive" me esca1ation of force was rapid. 

3. S.er'-Onds aft'er the first officer was attacked by the husband, 

the seomnd ~fficer was also attacked by the cousi~. 80th officers were 

engaged iina-nne-on-one combat. situation, therefore, they were unable to 

assist eactt IDther. 

41. Tfie possibil ity of the offi cers I own weapons being used against 
-

them was :gr.eat. Heapon control becomes a paramount concern when phys-

'ical caniitral' bas .not been established. National studies clearly show 

that mawYf!e'lice .officers are shot with their own weapons. They must 

. do comibactt and be ~oncerned wi th thei r weapons. 

5.. "IE !:onfines of the living room and the many obstacles in the 

room create Eanyhazards . The Offi cer often tri ps or fa'11 s over the 

coffe.e table nTend· tables while scuffling in a house. -The possibility 

of fal1img intI> the walls i's also great. 

!J 
1.\ 

J 
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6., The duration of the conflict was unpredictable. A compat 

situation may require a long period,of time in order to establish con

trol and the outcome may depend on endurance. 

7. The demand for physical output was great. Both ~ndurance and 
, . , 

the amount ,of physica~ exertion are essential to the outcome. In this 

situation, the officer had to put forth 100% effort throughout the ~n-

ti re confl'i ct. , 

8. The physical statures of the suspect and the police offi,cer 

contl"asted sharply. 

suspect #1: 
,Officer #1: 

Suspect '#2: 
Officer #2: 

6'211 ~ 230 lbs., 
5'10 11

, 150 los. 

5 ' 10", 185 1 bs . 
5',6 11

, 120 lbs. 

Most injuries to police officers are reported to have occurred 

while confronted with simiiar combat and restraining situations. {See 

page 25}. By analyzing situations very similar to the one discussed, 

~t is possibl~ to show the injuries that result from physical conflict. 

Below are injuries sustained by the officers and how they happened. 

, Officer #1: A bruised and swollen right knee resulting from the. 

fall" to the~round with Suspect #1.' Cut and swollen lips resulting 

from fist punches. Muscle strains and Rulls to the back and arms. Nu

merous bl"uises and contusions to the legs and chest when kicked by the 

suspect while attempting to get him into the police vehicle. 

Officer #2: Swollen and bruised right eye resulting from being 
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struck by the fist of suspect #2. Contusion and swelling of the left 

leg resulting from striking the coffee table. 

There are numerous situations similar to the case just examined. 

One could expect that the variables would differ, such as the duration 

of the conflict, ~he ,~ntensity of the conflict, t~e size of the officers 

and suspects, etc. Based on these variables, the degree of peril is de

termined accordingly. Ea~h offense report whicry was analyzed showed 

some variation, however;'these variations ranged from very slight to 
. 

great. You \'Iil'! note that in the situat'jons to follow, many tasks vary 

only s11ghtly from situation to situation while oth~rs differ radically. 

The purpose of presenting the following c,as"es is to show the wide range 

of physical tasks and variables associated \'lith each situation. 

SITUATION #2 

While '.'Jorking on a busy Saturday night, a police officer observes 
, " 

, 'a vehicle moving in a very, hazardo~s manner. The vehicle :is weaving 
, , 

from lane to lane and has caused several vehicles to veer off the road. 

The officer is able to stop the vehicle and approaches the driver. The 

officer asks the driver several questions and in doing so~ he notes 

that the driver appears to have been drinking. The driver1s speech is 
, " 

slurr~d, he has a strong odor of alcbhol on his breath, etc. During the 

conversation, the driver tells the officer that he has experienced many 

recent problems at work and that he and his wife are on the verge of sep

aration. After this short conv~rsation, the officer requests that the 

driver exit his vehicle. The driver responds to the officer'S request 

- 15 -
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by stating that helll .do no such thing, that it is his car and a free 

ctlUn~rY,and hel]l do a.s he damn well pl eases. The o-ffi cer then goes to 

his,vemicl~ and tells radio to send another Offic~r to assist him.' Radio 

acknowledges h-
15 request ~nd advises that the assisting unit will be 

th -, f-
ere 1m Jve minute!s. As the officer secures his microphone, he ob-

serves ~be driver starting his vehicle and attempting to leave. The 

officer immeaiatelyruns toward the suspect's vehicle. He yells and 

demands the driver st~p, but t,he suspect's vehl'cle . continues to slightly 

move. ~ officer therr opens the door and ... 

~'SITUATIONAL VARIABLES OF #2 

" 

&l examination,of this situation will also show the variables of 

physica:,l conflict control. 

1_ The officer? must stop the suspected dru"nk driv~r immediately. 

The orwnk driver is an immediate danger to public safety. 

2..- Th.e officer \-las alone. 0 th n e average, a San Jose p'ol ice off-
icer ~st work a one-man car. 

31. The officer's help was five minutes a\,/ay. The response time , , 

for th'E ass i sting un i tis n at uncommon. One could expect even greater 

responge time on typical Saturday nights 1n the City of San Jose. 

4. The officer' is obligated by 1 t aw 0 prevent the driver from 
operatTtng nis vehicle. 

·5.. The physical statures of the t . wo men differ greatly: 

- 16 
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. Suspect: 5'1111, 195 1bs. 
Officer: 5 ' 7

1
', 130 1 bs . 

SITUATION .#3 

TWlO 'officers are assigned to i'nvestigate a burglary alarm at a 

business,~ ~-!-lhen the officers arrive, they note that'the building is 

surroun~b~ a 10-foot chain link fence. The first oFficer gets 

out of ~ £ar and cautiously walks to th~ rear area of tho building 

outside: or :th~ fence and waits. The second offi cer waits near the 

Police v.,'ehicle parked in ,the, front portion of the buil ding, a1 so out

side of' i.t.be: 'fence. 

-
EBashort time, the owner of the building arrives and opens the 

gate ta '!the fence. Together, the second offi cer and the O\'lner walk to

ward the ~~1ding. When they are approximately ,30 yards from the build

ing, two.m:a.l;e suspects jump from the roof and run away toward the rear 

area. ~second officer is nov} approximately 20 yards from them. 

When the 'two suspects hit the ground on the other side of the fence, 

they en.ooun~er the first dfficer. This officer has his revolver drawn 

and orders ~hern to halt. The two men look at him, but break out into a 

,run toward an open field. The first officer observes that they are un

anned amd teenaged. He hal ste-rs hi s weapon and runs after them. The 

second GT,,;lcer is now at the fence attempting to climb it, but he is 

physically unable to climb it quickly. After chasing the suspects 150 

yards imm the fie1d:i the second (!)fficer is able to tackle one of the 

youthfl£i suspects. The suspect and the officer are no\'l engaged in a 

- 'lZ -
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hand-to-hand combat situation. The first officer has not yet cleared 

the fence. Suddenly, the first suspect returns to his comrade and also 

attacks the first officer .•• 

SITUATIONAL VARIABLES OF #3 

1. No other assistance was available. The two officers were 

assigned this callan a routine Qasis. 

2. The immediate -use of oeadly force was not justified based on 

the o'fti-cers' available information. 

3. The second officer could not get over the 10 foot fence quickly 

enough to help the first officer., 

4. The first officer was outnumbered by the suspects and unable 

to employ any of his defensive tools (mace, batol'l, revolver). 

5. The first officer was fatigued from running after the suspects. 

~ , The field where the chase took place was dark and the ground 

surfaze was very rocky and unstable. 

SITUATION #4 

At 2:00 a.m., radio assigns a two-man 'car to a prowler call. When 

they arrive at the home of the complainant, the first officer exits the 

car and cautiously runs to the rear yard area of the home. The second 

officer remains in the front yard area. Seconds after the first offi

cer enters the rear yard, a male figure emerges from behind a bush and 

runs. The first officer runs after the susp~ct. In the path of the 
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officer are several children's toys, and small shrubs. The suspects jump 

over t~ but the officer is unable to hurdle them, therefore he goes 

around '!thlam. The suspect then vaults over the six-foot wooden fence and 

continwes to run- away from the. officers. Hhen the officer reaches the 

fence~ IRe attempts to jump over it but he is physically unable to do ..... 
1 .... • • 

SITUATIONAL VARIABLES OF #4 

i,_ The first off; cer is extremely overwei ght, and because 'of hi s 

condition he is unabie to ju.np over the obstacles and the fence. 

i:!_ His partner is both unaware of the situation and too far' from 

the sUQPsct to pursue him, even if he were aware. 

CONCLUSION 

-
lile examples in this essay indicate that there is a crucial ques-

tion tmb~ res 01 ved: Hhat is the pol ice function? Only after this i s

sue is (decided can we deal with more specific questions: Hhat are the, 

physical requirements to accomplish this function? What is the current 

physical ability level of the San Jose Police Department? What is the 

discre~cy between this level and the required performance level? And, 

finalTy".what is the relationship between inadequate job performance and 

injury ~rates? '. 

tihen we discuss police functions, \'Ie approach the issue of expec

tatiortS~ those of the police aeministration, those of the City adminis-

tratiqm, and these of the public.' At this time, these expectations are 

j 
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loosely defined, constantly changing, politically controversial, and 

placing more and more stress on the individual officer. We are trying 

to decide what action an officer should resort to in the protection of 

life and property. Philosophical changes have led to administrative 

changes, anij both have led to a search for better techniques in deal

ing with violence. Yet, violence is a constant. Creating, changing 

or modifying orders or policies which direct a police officer when he 

should use physical force and the degree of force he should use totally 

i~nores the officerls actual knowledge ~nd ability to use that physical 

force. 

The situations described in this essay shm·J that while approaches, 

either philosophical or mechanical, may vary, physical violence is a 

part of police work. It is, th~refore, a reasonable expectation that 

the police officer be able to deal with and control violence on a phys

ical level when necessary. The police administration, the City admin

instration, the public and the police officer should expect that the 

police function demands this capability. It is up to the City to de

cide how it wants its officers to function. Once it clearly defines 

the expected functions of police officers, the results of this study 

can be used for identification of ability levels, measurement of 

ability, maintenance of ability levels, and identification of job

related injuries and other physical inadequacies. 

- 20 
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CHAPTER IIr 

. 
A. INJURIES OF SAN JOSE POLICE OFFICERS 

'B. ASSAULT AND BATTERY INJURIES - SANTA CLARA 

COUNTY POLICE P,ERSONNEL 
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The purpose of this statistical taxonomy was to identify specific 

on-the-job situations in which San Jose police officers were injured 

while performing a wide range of physical \'Jork tasks. 523 individual 

cases were studied, analyzed, and classified. Specific ~ariables have 

been identified and their relationship to various work tasks noted and 

discussed. 

Data was collected from the Supervisors Report of Accident report 

forms (Appendix C). These forms are provided by the City of San Jose 

Insurance Underwriters, the State Compen~ation Insurance Fund. This re

port is written by the injured officers· immediate supervisor directly 

following the reporting of a job-related injury. The reports used for 

this study encompassed all reports of job-related injuries, including 

training exercises, from the Uniformed Division for the years 1971. 

through June of 1974. Injury reports submitted from other divisions 

accounte9 for only 10% of the total number ~ubmitted for those years. 

Howexer, it was found that of this .10% approximately 80% of these in

juries were originally sustained while the officer was assigned to the 

.Uniformed Division. 

Injuries are reported as those incurred during the course of non

arrest investigative service~ those dUring an arrest in which the sus

pect was passive and no~-resistive; during arrests in which the suspect 

resi~ted, and during training. The relative contribution of each of 

these areas to the total injuries is shown in Table I . 
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TABLE I - CONT~rBUTION OF POL-fCE PERFORt1ANCE CATEGORIES 
TO SUSTAINED INJURIES 

CATEGORY 

Non-arrest Investigative 

Enforcement 
Non-~esistive/Passive 

Enforcement 
Physically Resistive 

Training 
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N' 

59 

7 

411 

46 

% OF TOTAL 
INJURIES 

11.3 

.. 1.3 

78.6 

8.8 

" 
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The injury fatins provided the' following information: .' 

'1- The Police officer's'name 

2. The police officet's age 

3. The month of the i nci dent 

4. The time of day of the inctdent 

5. The nature of the injury 

6. The extent of the injury 

7. The part of the body injured' 

8. The major work task and sUb-task bei~g p~~formed by the officer 

when he sustain~d his injury. 

9. t10nths experi ence as pol ice off.i cer 

In .addition to this information, medtcal records for the City 

of San Jose provided the officer's height and weight during the time 

of his injury. Table II shows the profile of the injured officers. 
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TABLE II - DESCRIPTION OF POLICE OFFICERS IN"URED' BETWEEN 1971 AND THE FIRST HALF OF 197,4 
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PERFORt.'1ANCE CATEGORIES 

I. NON-ARREST 

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 

se' ct1'on sho\-l non-criminal ~ as well as cril1}The 59' cases in this 

inal in\,esti gati ons. These investi gati ons and servi ce ~ases 
range from investigating burglary alarms and prowler calls to 

removing in;ure~ persons from wrecked'vehicies and searching fo~ 
• lost children. None of ~hese cases involved an arrest. Injuries 

sustained during non-arrest investigative service appear irr'Ta~le 

'III. 

This category .. l"nvolved the following physical tasks and circum-

stances in which injuries occurred: 

1. Running 

,2. ~lalking 

3. Standing 

4. Lifting: Person or Object 

5. JUmping Fence 

6. Jumping Obstacles 

7. Avoiding Obstacles 

Circumstance, 

1. Unstable Ground Surface (wet, rocky, slick) 

2. Angular Slopes (stream banki, hills, roofs) 

3. Encountered Obstacles 

4. Falling 
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'This perfonnance 'cate,gory involves eleven physical tasks which 

were being performed and caused the injury. For example, the 6ffi

cers responded to call..) of service to investigate possible prowlers, 

burglary alarms, injury accidents, to search for lost children, and 

to assist ~ith injured or insane persons. While in the process of per

forming these ,tasks, 'the investigating officers \-Jere injured while run-' 

ing, walking, lifting persons or objects, jumping a fence or obstacle, 

and avoiding striking obstacles. Hany of·these'injuries were caused 

by unstable ground surfaces such as '.'Jet asphalt or rocky fields. In . 
. 

other cases, these injuries occurred on angular slopes such as sharp 

stream banks, hills, roof,tops, etc. In most of these cases', the 

Officers either fell or ran into (struck 'or encountered) an obstacle 
, , 

such as a child's bike~ a lawn mower, a large rock, or a clothesline 

pole while' performing the physical task, ' 

'._ .. ,... - -:--- ." 
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TABLE III - INJURIES SUSTAINED DURING 
NON-ARREST INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 

iP.lW(SICAL TASK' 

li .. Running 

2. Walking 

:3 .. Standing 

,~- Lifting: Person or 
Object 

!5 • Jumping Fence 
. 

(6. Jumping Obstacles 

78 Avoiding Obstacles 

DRCUHSTANCE 

l~ Unstable Ground Surface 
(wet, roc ky, s 1 i c k ) 

2. Angular Slopes 
Cst-ream banks, hi 1'1 s , 
roofs) 

3. Encountered Obstacles 

4. Falling_ 

N % OF THIS 
CATEGORY 

6 10.16 

. ' 18 30.50 

3 5.08 

14 23.72 

8 13.55 

4 6.77 

3 5.08 

13 22.03 

5 8.47 

18 30.50 

21 35.59 

., 28 -

% OF TOTAL 
INJURY· 

(N=523) 

11.28 

3.44 

.• 57 .' 

2.67 

1.52 

.76 

.57 

2.48 

.95 

'3.44 

4.01 

• 
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£HfORCH1ENT: NON-RESISTIVE-PASSIVE 

PHYSICAl TASFS 

1.. lifting Suspects 

2. CarrYing Suspects 

INJURY ANALYSIS 

This ~~T.Y deals with the handling of intoxicated persons who 

were unable to stand or walk by themselves. In these cases, injuries 

were the ~ult of lifting and/or carrying these persons. These per

sons offered ne resistance. Injury analysis of this category appears 

in Table :rv_ 

TABLE tV 

lnjarles incurred during enforcement in which the suspect ~as NOIl-

Res i stive and Passi v.e. 

PHYSICAL T~.sKS 'N % OF TOTAL GROUP 

1.. l i ftiRg SUspects 7 1.52 

2 • Carrying Suspects 3 .57 
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ENFORCEMENT: PHYSICALLY RESrSTIVE 

PHYSICAL TASKS 

RESTRAIN~NG PROCESS 

HAND-TO-HAND Cor~BAT 

CONFRONTING CROWD OR MOB 

Thi? category represents over 77% of the 523 cases studied. All 

of these cases deal only with persons who ~hysically resisted the ef

forts of the police officer to take them into custody. There are 

three major physical tasks in this section: the restraining process, 
. 

hand-to-hand combat, and confronting mobs or crowds. This category 

represents injuries sustained while attempting to arrest or subdue 

persons involved in criminal acti~ity. The most typical crimes charged 

against the arrested individuals were: resisting arrest, assault and 

battery on a police officer and assault on a police officer with a 

deadly weapon. 

RESTRAINING PROCESS 

In these cases the officer's physical exertion is not greatly taxed. 

The exertion is usually momentary and mayor may not be maximal. The 

process is usually quick and the pertl is generally transient. The 

Officer has physical control and is injured only when he loses control 
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momentarily. When this ~ccurs, he is struck with a fist or foot or 

strains or pulls a muscle. 

In this category, he is always able to regain physical control and 

the arrest process of handcuffing, placing the suspect into the police 

car, etc., proceeds. 

HAND-TO-HAND Cm~BA,T 

In the cases I)f hand-to-hand combat the officer's physical exertion 
. 

is greatly taxed and demands maximal effort. The peril is on~going and 

the probability of success is unpredictable. The process is not quick, 

and there is generally an extended effort. The goal of the hand-to-hand 

combat is physical supremacy and control. The restraining process can

not take place until th'e officer is in :total physic,al co~trol. The ma

.jority of the cases of serloLis injury are found in this category. The 

degree of peril in this physical situation depends upon exerted strength 
-

or physic,al effort, time, and probability'of,success. 

-
PHYSICAL EFFORT + DURATION + UNCERTAIN PROBABILITY = PERIL 

CONFRONTING MOBS OR CRm~DS 

This task has proven to be one of the most hazardous faced by the 

Police officer in San Jose. The number of mob and crowd confrontations 

has risen sharply in the past five years and the officers' injury rate 

has risen accordingly. These mobs and crowds always out-number the 
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police officers. Frequently, the members of the mob or crowd have been 

'drtnking or have consumed some type of drug. 

Most of these case~ occurred as a result of large, unruly groups 

such as nei ghborhood parti es, dancf.~~', etc. Generally, the number of 

persons in the. crowds and mobs exceed 100 persons. The reports of all 

injuries sustained from missiles appear in this section. 

Most of the injuries were by cuts, lacerations, bruises and con

tusions. Injuries occurring in this category are shown in Table V. 

Each of the major categories involves a number ~f physical tasks 

during which the injury occurred., These tasks were: 

1. Running 

2. Jumping Fence 

3. Jumping Obstacles 

4. Avoiding Obstacles (dodging, weaving', stooping, etc.) 

5. Climbing Fence and Wall 

6'0 Pl acing Suspect into Vehi cl e 

The injuries occurred under the following circumstances while per-

forming these tasks: 

1. Hit by Missile (rocks, bottles, etc.} 

2. Unstable Ground ,Surface 

3. Angular Slopes (stream banks, hills, roofs) 

4. Encountered Obstacles 

- 32-
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'5. Falling 

6. Dog Bite 

Table VI shows the incidence of injury sustained performing th~se 

physical tasks and the incidence of occurrence under various circum

stances. 

I"njuri"es .sustained dealing ... lith a reststing suspect aloe ofte!1 due 
. . 

to. external objects. These injuries tan be either self- or suspect-

inflicted. The oBject fs usually the fist or hands of the suspect, but 

may i-nclude a gun, kntfe; club, feet or mtssile. 
, 

Incidence qf injuries 

from objects ;'s reported tn Tabl e VII. 76% of the suspects I weapons 

were ftsts, ':Jhi" e 85~ of sel f-i'nfl icted i"njuri es were from the offi cer I s 

gun or rifle • 

Most ,injuries ~/ere strains, pulls or sprains (40%,); cuts or lacer

ations (26%1; or bruises or contusions (34%J (Table VIII). The most 

conUTIonly {njured areas were' knees, back, hand, head and arms. 

. 
SUt~MAR,( 

An analysis of injurtes incurred during a 3-1/2 year period clearly 

shm~s that they are 1 argely caused by physi ca 1 competiti on with res ist

ing ~suspects (78% of total). 'Of these injuries, 41% were strains, pulls 

or sprains. Thl:se t_ypes of injury can be prevel1ted to a 'large extent 

by adequate levels of physical fitness. Strong muscles are good insur

ance against musc'1e ~injul"Y. 
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TABLE V - INJURIES SUSTAINED DURING ENFORCEMENT 
WHEN SUSPECT WAS PHYSICALLY RESISTIVE 

% OF THIS % OF TOTAL 
TASK N CATEGORY INJURIES ---

Restraining Process 272 66.18 52.00 

Hand-to-Hand Combat 105 25.54 20.07 

Confronting Crowd or Mob 34 8.27 6.50 
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• TABLE VI - INCIDENCE TO INJURY PERFORMING PHYSICAL TASKS ~ 
AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN HHICH THEY OCCURRED 

(ENFORCEMENT: PHYSICALLY RESISTIVE) 

. % OF THIS % OF TOTAL 
PHYSICAL TASK .N CATEGORY INJURY 

Runn'ing 66 16.29 12.61 

Jumping Fence 13 3.20 2.48 

Jumping Obstacles 18' 4.44 3.44 

Av'oi di rig Obstacl es (dodgi ng ~ 20 
(weaving~ stooping, etc.) 

4.93 3.82 

Climbing Fence and Wall 6 1.48 1.'14, .. 
Placing Suspect into Vehicle 23 5.67 4.39 

• CIRCUMSTANCE 

Hit by Missile (rocks, 
Qottles, etc.) 

21 5.18 4.01 

Unstable Ground Surface 9 
(wet, rocky, slick) 

2.29 1.72 

Angular Slopes (stream ·6 1.48 1.14 
banks, hills, roofs) 

Encountered Obstacles 2Q 10.12 7.83 

Falling 108 26.66 20.65 . 
Dog Bite 9 2.22 1.72 
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TABLE VII ~ INCIDENCE OF INJURY FROM OBJECTS 

«:AUSED BY SUSPECT % OF X OF TOTAL 
WITH WEAPON N CATEGORY INJURIg:~. 

35.18 

11. Gun 4 2.17 .76 

:2. Knif!:! 5 2.71 " .95 

3. Club 14 7.60 2.q7 
" - I 

fi stand Hands " 9-1 52:71 18.54 41. " I 
" t 

$. feet 44 23.91 8.41 

(6", " Missile 20 10.86 3.82 

•• 0 

SELF.·INFLICTED INJURY WITH WEAPON 

Gun 7 85.72 1.33 

(Club 1 14.28 . 19 

~. .. ~ -" 

i 
"" j . --- ~ 

• 
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TABU -Vfll" - TYPE AND LOCATIONS OF INJURIES TO OFFICERS 
WHEN SUSPECT RESISTS 

TYPE" OF INJURY N % OF CASES 

471 

A.; Strai n.ll Pull or Sprain 191 40.55 
" B. ,Cuts or Lacerations 125 26 .5;~ 

c. Bruises or Contusions 161 34.18 

D. Broken Bones 13 2.76 

E. 'Concussions 2 .42 

" F. Dog Bite 9 1.91 

TOTAL 501 

- lNJDRED AREA 

A." Feet 10 2.12 

B. Ankle 23 4.88 

C. -Legs 38 8.06 

D. ~Knee 73 15.49 

E-" . Abdominal and Chest 29 6.15 

F .. Back - 62 13.16 

G. Shoulder 25 5.30 

H. Anns 46 9.76 

I. .Elbow 11 "3.60 

J. l'lrist 21" 4.45 

K. ,lland 125 26.53 

L. Head 73 15.49" 

M. I1eck 1r:: ~ lQ .. ~ 
- 37 -
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TRAINING INJURIES 

Training injuries are considered separately from other categories' 

of injuries reported previously. Training injuries' are categorized as 

defensive 'tactics, physical training, officer survival, canine training, 

and range. Those categories are described: 

DEFENSIVE TACTICS 

These· injuries include those involving training related to ,defensive 

tactics, i_e., hand-to-hand combo,t, handcuffing, restrai ning techni ques , 

searching persons, etc. 

PHYSICAL TP~INING 

Deals 1;nth injuries associated with body conditioning. 

The conditioning \'las veri basic and limited to calisthenics. Iso

tonic mechnical devices such as weight machines, dumb bells, pulleys, 

etc." trJere not used. All the injuries were a result of doing push-ups~ 

sit-ups or some other form of calisthenic exercise. 

OFFICER SURVIVAL 

Inju\~ies incurred during such training exerci ses as anti -sni per 

drills, felnny car stops, and other typ~? of related training. 

CANIfNE TRAINING 

Injuries' incurred during atl aspects of Police Canine Training . 

. - 38 -
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RANGE .' 

, Irrliuries imu:urred during regular P.P.C. target shooting and range qUql-

ificatT.'<URS. The variable of dark and light conditions have been added for 

detaiTe:d aJ1alys]fs. 

o , 

Inc~dence~ ~~e and location of training injuries appears in Tables 

IX to JrI.. The ~jority of injuries (41.3%) occur during defensive tactics 

traini~g_ This l:oincides with the large percentage of injuries occurring 

10 reguiflar police \'JOrk of officers subduing resisting suspects. 'Most of 

~hese ~juries. 1'/erestrains, pulls, and sprains which could be the result 

of weai.muscles. 
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'TABLE IX - TMINING INJURIES 

N 

TRAINING ACTIVITY' 46 

.. ~~ 

Defensive Tactics 19 

Pl1ysical Trai~ing 8 

Offi cer Survi va 1 7 

canine Training 6 

• . Rcm.ge: 6 

1. Day 4 

2 .. Night 2 

-,~O -

% 

41.30 

17.39 

15.21 

15.21 

13.04 

" 

I 
.1 . 
l· 
I 

I 
I 
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TABLE X - TYPES OF TRAINING INJURIES 

'1i1PE OF INJURY 

~~or Lacerations . . 
'!Bruisesor Contusions 

fBrokenEones 

Concussions 

!Jog Bite 

M .. , 

- • "'r .... -

N 

24 

14 

7 

2 

6 

% 

45.28 

30.43 

13.20 

3.77 

11.32 

',' 

" . 
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TABLE XI - LOCATION OF TRAINING INJURIES 

mJURED AREA 

feet 

Ankle 

Legs 

',Knee 

Abdominal Chest 

Bat:k 

Shoulder 
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22 

7 

5 

5 

9 

% OF 
TOTAL INJURIES 

2.0 

44.6 

14.4 

10.3 

, '10.3 

18.4 

, f 

\ . 

" 1\ 
, " [j 
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. ASSAULT AND BATTERY RESULTING IN OFFICER INJURY 

T'be assault and batteries to police by suspects were examined for 

an 18 month period. These occurrences incl uded only those that re

sulted 'in :an injury to the officer (N=129). A sample of the form 

from ·wbfdl thistiata \lIas obtained appears in Appendix D. 

DESCIRIIPTIDN Of THE ASSAILANT 

i:be average assailant was employed as a blue-collar worker (1 abor

er, lPari:nter 7 etc.). vias '156.4 i.29 lbs., 68.2 + 3.4 inches tall, and 

was: 2:7 ~4 2:. 7 _6 years of age. 

DEGREE OF INJURY TO THE OFFICER 

injuries to officers were, classified as minimal, moderate, or se

vere.53' percent of assault and batteries to police resulted in min

imal i~jury, 29 percent resulted in moderate injury, and 2 percent re

sulted in seriDus injury. Step-wis~e multiple regression \'/aS used to 

discover possible relationships between serious injuries and involve-

ment im assault and battery situations. The results indicate that 

serlcUlS injuri-esof officers are significantly related to the use of 

kntves and clubs by the assailant. Mod~rate injuries of officers are 

close,ly re1ated to \'lrestling \'lith ~uspects, bites by suspect, and al

tercations~nvolving vehicles by the suspect. 

Thereisa significant negative correlation b'eb/een the weight of 
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the offic~r and injlld~~ Sl,;.~~.H!~t by police officers taking suspects 

.into custody (r ..... ,~~ l\~.':,} L. Hd 5 finding is of interest on two 

counts: s~allet' ot'fk"l~s_ .U·~m.~t""l! likely to be injured while taking 

suspects into cUStl1\.ly~ ",nd j.'MHel'" officers are more likely to be in

volved in assault and ~~tt~l~ i.,~idents when taking a suspect intb 

custody. Thi s re.l at; cnshi:- S~"H'.S to magnify the importance of strength 

and body weight of poli~e ~;;;:~~S. Body weight is highly correlated 

to the ability to move extt":!'nJ.l objects (t:' :: .75) (16). 

" -
Thus, the 6ffi cer r.us t h<:t ... ·e suffi ci ent strength and possess "adequate 

body size to perform well in physical competition with susp~cts. 

Comparison of assa~lted and battered officers were compared with 

the total police force. T.~ese officers were 9 lbs. lighter than the 

typical officer o.n th,= forc~ (significant. P<..05). Hov/ever, these offi

cers were the same he~;ht; sa~e age, and possesied the same number of 

years of service. This again emphasizes the tendency for the smaller 

officer t6 assume a less desirable position When in physical compet

.ition with a suspect. Thus, the smaller~ weaker officer is at a dis

tinct disadvantage It/hen dea1ing physically with a suspect. The des

cription of officers assaulted and battered by suspects is shown in ' 

Table XII. 
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TABLE XU 

INJURED, ASSAULTED AND BATTERED OFFICERS 

x s 
<-

Wetght (l bs • ) 177.8 24.3 

Height (in.) - 70.7 2.6 

Age (yrs.) 29.4 6.1 

Years Service 5.0 4.2 

Ratio Weight/Height3 .50 .05 
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The incidents occurred on the following types of calls: traffic 
, , , 

stops, 13%; burglary, ,3%; civil disorder, 2%; di~turbing the peace, 

43%'; "othe'r, II 38%. Offi cers were vii th a partner or a 9l'OUp of off' cers 

45% of the time. This indicates that the presence of other police per

sonnel is no guarantee of preventing assault and battery by suspects. 

Thus, an dfficer must be able to sustain himself, physically, on an in

dividual basis in an altercation involving a suspect • 

. Officers I injuries were sustained with the suspect's gun, 4%; \>Jith 

officer's gun, 1%; \'Jith a knife, 8%; by the suspect's teeth, 3%; by the 

suspect's vehicle, 3%; by a club, lO%;.by wrestling or falling, 10%; 

.and by the suspect's limbs, 58%. 

SUMMARY' 

There is a tendency for smaller officers to be assaulted and bat

tered in situations involving taking a suspect into custody. These 

situations typically involve vJrestling with the suspect and competitive 

exert·ion of force. These situations are independent of the number of 

officers present at the incident. Thus, an officer must possess ade

quate size and strength to avoid injury in' these situ~tions . 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS LEVEL OF CURRENT POLICE PERSONNEL 

Plli,w.sical fitness is a very difficult concept to test because of its 
" 

many' ~amnotations. PhY5ical fitness can be defined as the absence of 

diseasE! '(g~od health) and in the present study, the, abil ity to perform 

the plli~ical demands of the job. The assessment of good health is bas

icalll,y ithe job" of the physician. However, the assessment of physical 

fitness for police tasks: cannot be assessed in a doctor's office. Phys-
. . 

ical. itsks are highly specific (11,12,13,26,27,28,29,34,38); the 

ahtli~F to perform one physical task does not predict the ability to 
. . 

perfmnmanother task. Hith the princi p1 e of motor specifi city in mind, -. . 
physihciill fitness for.police work should be'tested using tasks typically 

perf~d in the course of law enforcement employment. Asses:ment of 

physikail fitness fur the job involves measuring performance in job sit

uati~s in addition to the assessment of good health in the physician's 

offioe_ 

En addition to police task simulation tests, the condition of the 

cardiiloW<aScLl1ar system of the officer should be assessed. The cardio

vasoilrer system is obviously critical to good health and plays a vital 

role io physica1 situations involving sustained effort~ maximal oxygen 

uptaf({e (V02 max) is the best test available to test the maximum capacity 

of tIme €cardiovascu1ar system (6). This test measures the ability of 

the meart to pump blood (cardiac output) and the ability of muscles to 

utilize oxygen (arterio-venous oxygen difference). V02 max is best 

measUiJred in an exerci se phys i 01 ogy 1 aboratory . In the 1 ab, the work 

rates Can be controlled and an accurate assessment of aerobic capacity 
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accomplished. Inaddit'ion, the electrical act1vity of the heart can be 

constantly monitored, so that any cardiovascular problems experienced by 

the fndfvidual 'can be immediately detected and the exercise.stopped. 

V02 max: {can also be estimated with a simple field test, the 1-1/2 mile 

run. This atest is highly correlated with V02 max (r = .90),. and has 

the advantage of being inexpensive and easy to administer. HO\1/ever, 

this test can be dangerous to sedentary individuals because constant mon

itoring ~f cardiac activity cannot be accomplished. The 1-1/2 mile run 

should not he administered to sedentary individuals over 3.0 years-of . . 
age without at least a 6 week regular physical conditioning program. 

I~ the present investi gati on, 1 aboratory assessment' of V02 max was used. 

Body 'COIllposition, the proportion of fat and lean weight, is another 

indicator of health and fitness. Physically fit persons tend to have . 
a lowe'r percent. fat (7), and persons with less fat are a lower risk of 

cardiovascular disease (14, 30, 42). Body composition was estimated by 

undenrJat:er-\°leighing in this.study. 

PROCBJURES 

SUBJECTS 

A stratjfied randDm of 58 Police Officers from the San Jose Police 

Department l"/a.5 chosen as the sample. Subjects \1/Ere stratified accord-
" . 

1ng to assignment. The number of subjects in each sub-group was rep-

resentativeof the group's representation of the total force. A table 

of random numbers was used to choose the sampl e. In addi ti on 5 vol un

teers.randomly chosen from the Santa C1 ara Pol ice Department were used. 

Description Df the subiect~ 
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'~ecat_egories of physical perfol"mance tasks \'Jere administered; 

l'abcmraJtory ttsts, standard fitness tests ~ and typical pol ice tasks. 

labcnrcmtory''tests incl uded measurement of maximal oxygen uptake, mir"li

mal Iheart rate., maximal venti 1 ati on, total body fat , and lean body 

mass,. 1he standard physical fitness tasks were pus.hups" situps, grip, 

backliift, and pul1ups. Typical po'lice tasks were fence cl imb~ stair' 

clirulb:ll> ·scr.amble., 'foot pursui t, and rescue. 

" 

.' 
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TABLE XUI 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE 

x S 

.Age (years) 30,.8 6.1 

JHeight (;nche~) 72.2 2.5 

Weight (pounds) 185.7 20.0 

ibnths Experience 82.6· 60.7 
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lABORATORY TESTS 

I. Unden.rater Den'sitometry 

Total body fat is.an important indicator of physical fitness. Excess 

fat is aaetriment to physical performance. Obese i'ndividuals are an 

increased risk for coronary heart disease as well as being less able to 

perform pol ice taSks. 

Hydrostatic determination of body comp'osition was done in a specially 

built goa ~al1on tank. The temperature of the water was recorded so that 
. . 

water density could be determined. A l5-kg chatillon autopsy scale sus-

pended di~ctly above the water tank was used to weigh the subjects. The 

subjects ~ere asked to void their bladders before taking the test. Th2 

subjects t
. dry 1and body weights \1ere taken in the laboratory on an Accu-

, . 
\>Jeigh Precision Beam Seal e. 

-
All me subjects wore racing swimming trunks and a weighte'd belt 

t4.0kg) which 'VIas secured around the subject.' s wai st before he el imbed 

into ~he 'tank. The subject then seated himself 6n a canvas seat sup

ported by a rope sling from the scale. Once the subject was in the 

proper position, he \'Jas told to maximally exhale, then duck his head 

under waters assuming a tuck position (kn~es and hips flexed with the 

hands clasped around the knees), and to continue to attempt to force 

all the air out of his 1 ungs, maki ng sure that th~f'e was no contact 

with the bDttomor sides of the tank. A minimum of 7 consecutive 

determina~ons was obtained for each subject. The selection of the 
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represenrtative underwater weight was accomplished by one of the follow

ing criteria: 0 {1} the highest observed weight, if observed more than 

once; {2:1 tbesecond highest observed weight, if highest value not re-
o • 

peated .. 

~ 

This method determines the density of the body using Archimedes' 

principllle. 'The volume of the body is determined by its displacement of 

water.. !By dividing the sU.bject I s mass by hi s estimated total body vol

ume~ the density of the body is calculated. The difference between the 

-. body weight and the underwater weight is·the weight of the displaced vol-

ume of~ter_ The formula of Brozek et~, (8}, was used to determine 

lean bo~ weight and percent body fat. A constant value of 1.5Lwas used 

for corrrectinn of residual vol ume. 

Db = Ma x DH2 

Ma - Mw (RV X DH')O) 
'c... 

S ~at = {4.950/Db - 4,500} x 100 

lean body weight = body weight - (body wt x % fat) 

where: 

Ma :: body weight 

DltZC = density of water 

Mw: = net underwater wei ght 

R'I = residual lung volume 
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MAXIMAL AE~DBIC CAPACITY 

Maximal ,oxygen uptake (V02 max) 'is considered the best method of 

assessing the fitness of the cardiovascular system. V02 max'test is 

'a junc~;on of maximal cardiac output (heart rate x stroke volume) and 

maximal arte:io-venous oxygen difference (a- V0
2 

diff.) .. It is basic

ally a test of the ability of the heart to pump blood (and thus trans

port oxygen) and the ability of muscles to use oxygen. V02 max is highly 

correlated ,'to vlork capacity and', perhaps mqre importantly, ;s an indication 

of- the physjcal well-being of an individual. A Monark bicycle Ergometer 

waS used as the exercise apparatus to elicit maximal oxygen uptake in the 

subjects. 1ne seat height was adjusted so that each subject had the front 

part of his foot on the pedal, yielding a slight bend at the knee joint 

when the pedals 'were in the down position. 

Thestmjec,!:s were required to pedal at a constant rate, paced by a 

metronome set at 120 beats per minute, or 60 rpm's. The monitor of ped

al revoluti~ns by a Gilson recorder was made possible by a micro-switch 

attached to the pedal arm of the bike. The frictional resistance was 

set at 15 Kilogram-meters per revolution (2.5.setting) or 900 kilogram-

, m~ters per minute. The resistance was increased 3 kilogram-meters per 

revolution every 2 minutes thereafter until the subject could no longer 

move the pedals. Strong verbal motivating 'encouragement was given to 

an subjects. 

Pulmonary venti 1 at; on was recorded on the Gil son recorder wi th a 

Godart-.Stat:bam pneumotachograph regularly calibrated with a Collins 
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120-1i1:ers~nmeter. Inspired gas temperatures were continuously re

corded to the·nearest tenth of a degree centigrade with a Yellow-Springs 

Instruments Itelethe.rmometer with thermistor probes situated on each side 

of the flow sensor _ Barometri c pressure 'lIas measured before each test~ 

Gas tem~eratures and barometric pressures were used to correct gas volumes 

to STPD andBTPS conditions. 

Minute-by minute oxygen consumptions were obtained according to' the 

methods described by l~ilmore (43). Briefly, one-liter rubber aliq~ots 

bags were fiJled with samples.of the expired air through the use, of a 

small vacuum :pump connected to the outl et tubing. A· 3-\,/ay stopcock faci 1-

ated the 'Constant s\'Jitching from bag to bag, and enabled expired a'ir samples 
,-

to be taten continuously throughout each test. The expired air samples 

were immediately analyzed for percent oxygen by use of Applied Electro

chemist~ ~-Ana)yzer model S-3A and for percent CO
2 

by a Godart Capno

graph CO2 A.~alyzer_ The O2 and CO2 analyzers were regularly calibrated 

'with knom~ gas samples verified by the Scholander apparatus. 

Oxygen ,uptakes were calculated by a modified formula of Consolazio, 

Johnson "and Pecora (9): 

x 
[

VI x 79.04 ~ 
, V02 = 100 - (FeC~2 + Fe O2 J STPD 

(Feo \ ' 

filOO - (FeeO + FeO ) 
[ 79.04 

where 

X .2(93) -\1002) 

= Fractio~ of oxygen in expired air 

- Fraction of CO2 in ~xpired air 

_ C:;'C:; _ 
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'STPD 

VI" 

~ Standard temperature and pressure, dry (O°C, 760 .ton) 

- rn~pired ventilation 

fnspired ventilation (VI) was corrected to expired ventilation (VE) 

and adjusted to standard conditions (STPS) .i~aximal oxygen uptake was 

identified as the highest V02 reached during the work capacity test. 

Heart rates were determined by counting the QRS complexes of the 

electrocardiogram (ECG). The ECG was .monitored oy a Gilson record.er 

Be~kman surface electrodes using a bipolar chest lead. The A electrode 

was placed at the distal end of the sternum, the xiphoid process; the B 

electrode was placed above ·the left clavic1e and the-C electrode was 

placed between the seventh and eighth ribs' at heart level. 

Maximal heart rate was identified as the high~st value recorded dur-

.1n9 the test. 

'STANDARD FITNESS TESTS 
.' 

These tests are used in many standard physir.:al fitness batteries. 

As used in these descriptions; the term "time limit" test indicates that 

the subject had a set time to complete the test; "timed" indicates tha't a 

subject had a set ~ime to complete the test; "to limit" indicates no tim

ing 0~s involved but the subje~t continued as long as he was able to. 

In each type of test, the examiners made every effort to keep the subjects 

performing at their maximum leve! . 

SITUPS: time limit - The subject was on his back, hands clasped 
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behind neck, knees bent, and feet p1aced under restraining bar of situp 

board placed fla.t on the floor. The subject pulled himse1f to a verticle 

positio·n touching his elbows to his 'thighs as many times as ~ossible in 

60 seconds. Both shoulder blades were required to touch the board be

fore each situp. The movem~nt was performed rapidly and continuously 

without jerky mpvements from the trunk. Score was.the number of times 

the verticle position was attained in 6G seconds . 

. PULLUPS: to limit -' rhe suBject beg~n the' movement hanging from the 

bar with palms.facing away from the body: He pulled himself straight up 

until his chin was just o~er the bar, and then let himself down until 
. . 

his arm~ were fully extended to compl ete the cycl e .. The subject was tol d 

to continue u'ntil unable to do any ·more. 'He was cautioned against kicking 

and twisting, or stopping in anyone position for more than two seconds . 

Observ,ers stopped excessi ve si1aying. The exami ner counted a 1 Dud and 

if the ~ubject's arms were not fully extended! or if the chin did not 

reach the bar, he counted lIone-half" instead of "one." The bar used was 

1-3/4" in diameter and was 8 feet off the ground. Score was the number 

of chins completed. 

PUSHUPS: to limit In a prone position the subject's hands were 

beside his chest, fingers pointed forward. His hands were placed far 

enough apart so that the forearms made a right angle with the floor. 

With-feet together and body straight, the subject lowered himself until 

his chest touched the fist of the administrator which was pla~ed on the 

floor. The body was then raised until the arms were extended. The back 
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was not to be arched. Score was the total number of pushups completed. 

HAND GRIPS: A Laffeyette grip dynamometer, calibrated from 0 -

100 kg. was used. 'The subject ~sed the hand he thought strongest. 

The dynamqmeter \'IaS placed in his palm, dial up,fingers curled ov~r 

so that part of the fingers between the second and third knuckles 

were touching the grip. The subject held his at1n down at his side, 

away from his body .. -He was not allowed to rest his forearm agai~st his 

h.ody. The subject squeezed ~he dynamometer as hard as possibl e. , Sub

jects were given three trials with at least 30 seconds between trials. 

Score was the best of the three trials. 

BACK LIFT: A Chatillon leg and back dynamometer was 

used. Hith knees straight, th~ subject grasped the bar of the dynamom

eter and be~t over until the proximal aspect of ' the patella was reached. 

The chain was then attached to the bar. The subject, with arms straight, 
" 

pulled aS'hard as possible, three trials were given with at: least 30 

seconds betvleen trials. The score was the best of the three trials. 

TYPICAL POLICE TASK PERFOR~1ANCE TESTS 

These tests are based upon physical tasks performed by police offi

cers. A physical task analysis of police vlOrk appears in Appendix B. 

An analysis of the face validity of the police task performance tests 

appears in Appendix A. 'The physical layout and specific description 

of the tests appears in Appendix A. j~ll tasks were demonstrated to the 

subjects. Instructions were given in a uniform ,manner. 
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The tests administered were rescue, foot pursuit, stair and scramble. 

Amore detailed descr~ption appears in Appendix A. 

RESCUE: Measures the ability to carry or drag an unconscious vic

tim. A he?vy external object is handled in this task so that strengths 

required in hand-to-hand apprehension of resisting suspetts and the 

ability to apply :orrective force in accident situations is also measured. 

Th,e test consisted of lifting an 80 pound ,birdseed bag and carrying it 

on an alternate pass course through five pylons. A change station was 

located halfway between the last pylon and an end marker; at that,sta

tion, the subject put the bag carefully on the ground. The subject left 

the bag and proceeded around the end marker, came back to the change 

station, grabbed the bag by the ears and dragged it back through the 

pylons passing the first return' pylon on his left side, the next by his 

right, and so on. The subject's score was the time'in seconds. 

FOOT PURSUIT: r·1easures the abil ity to pursue a suspect where di f

ficult field conditions require running with 'considerable precision 

and bQdy control. The test was designed to require SPecific and pre

cise movements in unusual sequences and positions. The test required 

that,the subject jump a series of hurdles ~representin,g typical obstacles 

such as hedges, tricycles, etc.); step through a series of tires (repre

senting precise foot placements such as rocks in a stream or the avoid

ance of obstacles such a~ shovels, ~akes, etc.); weave through a series 

of pylons reguiring rapid changes of direction required in areas such 

as parking lots, and a sprint to 'the finish throu9,h irregularly placed 

tires (required in areas of uneven surface). The subject's score was 

the time in seconds. 
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FENCE: MeasurES the ability to move the body vertically in a variety 

of-pursuit tasks and to maintain balance and direction when changing from 

verticle to horizontal pursuit. This test required the subject to run 

15 feet, climb a si'x foot fence (typical height of fence in San Jose), go 

around a pylon piaced 15 feet from fence, and climb back over the fence 

to the start. 

STAIR: Measures the ability to make stair ascents and controlled drops 

and to keep balance and control direction in pursuit situations requir-

i~g gross body movement. The test consisted of the subject's r~nhing up 

a flight of stairs, ducki~g ~nder a rail and jumping to the ground, and 

running to the starting point. This cycle ,,/as performed continuously 

three times. The subject's score was his time in seconds. 

SCR~MBLE: Measures ability for low profile ~ovement and rapid change 

in body position and centel~ of gravity. In this test, the subject started 

from a prone position, flat on the ground, arms at sides, 90° from the 

direction of the course. the subject then got up and ran to the bench, 

dived under it, got up and jumped over the hurdle, ran to the next bench 

and dived under it and then ran around a pylon. The subject then re

turned to the same course but belly-crawled on elbows under the benches 

to the finish line. The subject's score was his time in seconds. 

SUr4MARY OF RESULTS 

The results of this'study indicate that San Jose Police personnel 

are comparable in physical fitness with the average population in their 

same age group. They tend to be slightly overwe:;ght and possess minimal 
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a~robic capa~ities. However, in physical tasks encountered in police 

work 'which typically involve short bursts of energy, they perform quite 

adequ ate ly :. 

Relati~ deficiencies in aerobic capacity and body c~mposition, 

which are typical for most adult Americans in general, do not appear 

to hamper "the ability of the average police officer to handle the phys

ical demands of the job. Howeyer, these deficiencies indicate an: in

creased risk to coronary heart disease which is prevalent among the 

police profession as a v/hole. 

The PQ]~ce ranks contain individuals who are physically very able 

as well. as "those who are physica11y 1nadeqL!ate; just as the population 

with whom they must dea). The police officer should be expected to 

perfonm as ~1ell as his typical adversary. A physical standard is pre

sented to m'.eet this objective. 

THE TESTS 

The tes~s were divided into four areas: standard fitness tests, 

police tasIi~ simulation tests, body composition tests, and aerobic capacity. 

STANDARD FITNESS TESTS 

Scores are presonted in Table XIV. Subjects did 36.1 + 11.2 situps 

in one minute (X ~,S) 33.6 + 13.64 pushups; 5.9 + 4.02 pu11ups; 52.5 + 

7.0 kg on the grip; and 35.5 +.7.6 on the back lift . .The subjects - . 
perfonnedsimilar1y with police appiicants and with the typical 
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popul~ion tested by Fleishman (17) on several tests. 

There is no apparent decl ine with age in any of these tests ex·~ 

cept -an pul1ups.- HO\,lever, 40-45 year olds performed comparably with 

25-30 ,!rear ',olds~ and both age groups are significantly (p < .05) 

greater-than either the 30-35 or 35-40 year age groups. 

P~orming on these tests is more a function of practice than 

of ag~. Individuals who remain'in good physical condition can per-

fonn wmell in spite of advancing age . 
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TABLE xiv - PERfORMANCE OF POLICE PERSONNEL ON STANDARD FITNESS TESTS 

AGE 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 TOTAL 
GROUP: N=4 . N=23 N=14 N=8 N=4 N=2 

X 5.7 8.1 3.8 3.8 8.7 0 5.9 
CHIN-UPS 

S 1.2 4.4 2.6. 1.1 5.0 (N=l ) 4.0 

X 34.8 34.9 . 30.9 37.0' 35.0 17.5 33.6 
PUSH-UPS 

S 6.4 14.7 13.0 14.9 12;9 7.8 13.6 
B1. X 45.8 , 40.2 34.4 38.4 39.4 34.0 36.1 

SIT -UPS 
S 2.5 6.8 6.3 7.0 11.7 1.4 11.2 

X 33.4 35.2' 37.3 37.1 36.4 ' 24.8 35.6 
BACK LIFT 
(kg.) S 5.0 6.8 8.9. 9.8 4.6 1.1 7.6 . 

X 52.0 51.9 53..0 54.6 , 53.0 47.5 52.5 
GRIP 
(kg.) . s L8 7.9 ·1. 1 5.7 6.0 10.6 7.0 



• POLICE TASK SIMULATION TESTS 

These tasks are simulations of situations that typically arise in 

police \'Jork .. They characteristically require short bursts of energy 

lasting les~ than one minute. Data of current police personnel is com

pared with police applicants who are similar to the general public (19). 

Data is presented in Table XV. 

Police personnel performed better than police candidates on the pur

. suit, wall climb and rescue (P<.05) and were the same on the stair and 

scramble tests. The results may indicate that these selected tasks can 

be improved by regular performance in the· course of police work .. 

. 
As in the standard fitness tests, there was no decline in performance 

'. . with age. The 30-40 year groups sho\'Jed less varidnce with the group as 

• 

a whole on t~ese tests than on the standard fitness tests. This clearly 

shows the necessity of eval~ating fitness for police work by the use of 

tasks specific to the job .. Standard fitness tests such as pushups, pu11-

ups, etc. are subject to a great deal of variance due to practice, i.e., 

if one practices pushups he will be good at pushups. The police officer 

is ~eldom~ if eve~, required to den~onstrate his pushup ability to the 

public. However,'the public does expect the officer to p~rform physical 
.' ~ . . 

tasks to protect their lives and propert~ and keep the peace. 
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TABLE XV - PERFORMANCE OF POLICE PERSONNEL ON JOB SIMULATION TESTS 

, I . 
AGE 20-24 25 .. 29 '30--34 

, 
35 .. 39 40 w 44 4S .. 49 

GROUP: N=4 N=20 N=14 N=6 N=4 N=l TOTAL 

X 18.6 18.20 18.3 18.9 17 .9 22.8 '18.4 
STAIR 
(Seconds) S 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.5 ' n -- 1.7 , .;1 . 
FENCE' X 10.4 10.2 10.1 11.0 11.8 dnf.* 10.5 

, I 

1 •. CLI~~B 
(Seconds) S 1.5 1.5 .8 1.6 2.6 -- 1.5 

X 18.4 18.8 20.1 20.6 . 18.7 29.5 19.6 
SCRA!lBLE 
(Seconds) S 1.3 2.0 2.0 1.7' 2.6 -- 2.6 

FOOT X 15.0 15.2 15.5 16.9 16.6 22.0 15.8 
PURSUIT . 
(Seconds) S .6 1.0 1.0 1.3 , 1.2. -- 1.5 

X 18.4 19.4 19.7 19.6 18.9 22.9 19.5 
REScUE 
(Seconds) S 1.4 2.0 3.5 1.8 1.3 -- . 2.4 

dnf: Subject didn't complete test: couldn't climb fence. 

, 
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BODY' COMPOSITION 

Body composition ~alues appear in Table XV!. ' The average police off-
, ' 

tcer is sltghtly over\',eight as judged by their percent of 20.9% fat. 

Although this' value is typical for the ctdult male population, it is con

sidered somewhat overv/etght. The typical values a college-age male (18-

25 years) is between 12 and 16%. Percent fat typically increases with 

a~e, but this increase is partly due to overeat"ing and lack of activity 

as well as metabolic changes that come with adulthood (20~ 21, 24, 25, 

40, 41). 

There is a small, but significant correlation (r = .36-.42) betv/een 

percent fat and performance on the police task simUlation tests. The 

Officers who failed to complete the'wall climb ~l/ere markedly over\·reighL 

, " 

The setting of a phys~cal standard for percent :fat is a different 

. task. There are obvious sex differences in fat deposition. Women 

typically have a higher percent fat than men. 

H?\,/ever, physically trained women typically have considerably less 

fat than the average female and closely resemble males in subcutaneous 

fat deposition '(7). It is clear that through training, women can lose 

a considerable amount of fat. However, due to the natural differences 

in fat deposition between the sexes and the low correlation that exists 

between performance and percent fat (in non-obese individuals) different 

minimal stanaards should be set for men and \'Iomen. Nomen should be 

allowed to have 5 percent higher. fat levels than men.' 
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-Body fat is not on-ly related to job performance, but to the incidence 

of heart disease as well (14, 30, 42). Maintenance of an adequate body 

weight i.s important in Rreventing coronary artery disease \'/hi ch occurs 

at a higher incidence in police officers than in the general population. 

Finally, the measurement of body composition is important due to 

the dhrerse ,physical capabilities of police personnel. An example is 

Officer ,J.p.~ one of the leading discus throwers in the world who was 

tested previously 'and was not part of this study. This officer has a 
.. . 

body wei,ght of 240 lbs. \tJ~ich is c1early' overweight according to standard 

heightlwe1gbt tables. However, this officer had only 17 percent fat 

which is 1ess than the majority of men on the force. He possessed a 

great dea1 of muscle tissue and could not be considered fat. Yet by 

commorr s~andards, he was obese. 
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TAUbE XVI Ii'! BOgy COMPOSITION OF POLICE pgR8QNN~b 
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AGt ~O ... 24 
I I 25 .. 29 ~o .. ~4 3S .. 3~ 40 .. 44 4S .. 4g iOiAL 

GROUP: .N=4 N::23 . N=14 N=8 N=4 N=2 
I P 11 . & , 11 ;jo' , ''I 

LEAN BODY r 61.6 63.8 67.~ 64.1 63.5 56.9 64.1 
MASS (kg. ) 

S 2.9 8.6 7.3 5,3 4.3 6.4 7.5 

PERCENT 'X 22.8 21.8 23.1 25.1 24.5 26.5 22.9 
FAT 

. 
~ 

S 2.6 5.3 4.4 2.4 2.9 2.1 4.5 
-:n en -
I 

X 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 
BODY gENSlTY 
(g/Cm ) S .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .. 00 .01 

\ 
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,AEROSfC ~;::!ACl'TY' 

The average maximal oxygen uptake of the subjects was 35 < 5 + 5.72 

me.OZ/kg.!bDdy weight with gross values at 3.06 .:!:. .54 l/min. If oxy

'gen upta~ "\.tal ues are extrapol ated to a heart rate .of 190 beats per 

minute, ~ values rise to 39.9 + 8.94 m~ 02!~g bw. The values div

lJded by age are sho\'Jn in Table XVII. The V02 m.ax values typify the 

mormal val~ of the general population. The data indicate? that 

approximatrely 30% of current pol ice personnel are defi ci ent in aerobi c 

capacity ~ should begin an exercise program. Subjects achieved a 

peak work ~teof 1443.25 + 151 .63 kpm/min on the ~icycle ergometer. 

'The work r~te for th~ terminal minute was less than the work rate of 

·the second to the last minute indi eating alack of motivati on on the 

~part of t&Je subjects because oxygen uptake and heart rate continued . 
,to climb. 1!1aximal heart rate \'Jas '181.04 + 10.37 beats per minute. 

This value ':is lower than heart rates characteristi cally ach'i eved dur-

tng this. test which indicates that the sUb.Sects did not work until ex-
.. 

1haustion. :For ~his reason V0
2 

max val ues .are reported as achi eved 

values and as predicting val ues using 190 beats per minute as maximum 

heart ra~~ ;nd1vidual regression equations were calculated for each 

subject (V~ :: b190 + c). 
jj;. 

... 
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TABLE xvrr - AEROB!C CAPACITY OF POLICE PERSONNEL 

AGE 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-4'9 TOTAL 
GROUP: N=4 N=21 " N=14 N=8 N=4 N=l 

V02 MAX X 2.7 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.0 2.7 3. 1 
l/min 

S .. 3, . .... 6 ' ....... .5, , , , , , , , ".6 .4 .5 

V02 r~AX 'X 34.2 35.4 35.3 37.53 36.0 29.4 35.5 
ml 02/kg 

S 5.8 6.0 6.0 5.6 5.3 5.7 '-I 
t~ -

V02 MAX X 36.7 39.2 39.95 41.6 43.3 38.8 39.9 
meOz/kg* 
at H.R. 190 S 4.3 6.8 12'.02 11.0 , 6.5 8.9 

PEAK HEART X 180.6 184.8 182.5 176.5 167.3 166 181.0 
RATE 

S 7.2 10.1 7.7 10.0 6.2 10.4 

PEAK WORK X 1386.5 1375.9 1504.6 1436.1 1404.8 1392 1443.3 
kpm/min 

S 65.6 175.1 142.7 179.3 90.2 151.6 

*Individual regression analysis pr'ediction of ~01 at a heart rate'of .. 19Q lpm i~ pr~bably applicable 
for the entire age group. Older age groups wl1 have a m'aximum heart rate below 190 bpm and younger 
groups will have a heart, rate above 190 bpm. '. 
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SUMMARY' 

The results of this study tndicate that current police personnel are 

similar to the general public in most aspects of physical fitness: aero-

bic capacity, body composition. Pol ~'cemen, perforll1 better than the aver

age person on police job simulation tasks which indicates that perform

ande of these tasks is improved durtng the course of police work. 

STANLARD PrTN.ESS TASKS 

The value of these tests for the pre.diction, of performance on police 

tasks is extremely dubious. These tests have a low correlation with 

1 i t k Cr < 50l ,n'lthough several common factors police work simu at on as s .. M 

evolve when standard fitness tests and p01ice tasks are grouped with fac

tor analysis, these factors are' extremely. weak. 

The exercises used as fitness tests are good for improving perform

ance of the police tests. Thus, an exercise ,program involving pushups 

will improve shoulder strength whith would help a person climb a fence; 

etc. Thus, traditional calisthenics such as pushups, pullups, etc. 

have a place in the exercise ~rogram of the police officer and of the 

Police cadet. 

POLICE Sn~ULATION TESTS 

Police perfor~ed better on most of these tests than police applicants 

tested previously Crable XVIII). These tasks generally require practice. 

However, if the upper and lower quartil:es of the Police Department in 

body fat and aerobic capacity are compared on an index of police tasks, 
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there is ,a s~rtli'ng di.fference between the fit and the unfit (P -( .05 

. 

t '= 4,.25}. Tnusmakin~ the sample heterogeneous results in magnifying 

the .importance of physical fitness and low fat levels in the performance 

, of police work,. 

BODY COMPOSlTIOfi 

Although body composition is typical of the popUlation as a whole 

(7), too average .officer is somewhat overweight. 

-
TIre averagecoJlege ,age male has 12 to 15 percent fat while the 

average ;offJcer nas 20% (7). The increase in percen..t fat that occurs 

with age is "to a larg~ extent due to inactiVity rather than a naturally 

occurriDTig phYSiological phenomenon. Conditioned individual saver 30 

years err age :generiJ.'lly have 1 ess than 20 percent fat. Due to the bas i c

ally seje..trtarY nature of police ~.fOrk, increasing body fat will ah/ays be 

a prob tern to officers • Offi ce'rs cannot afford excess fat because they 

may,be involved in a situation demanding physical fitness in which their 

lives and the lives of members of the public depend. 

AEROBIC CAPACITY 

Pal ice are similar to the general population in aerobic capacity (2, 

3, 411 5). lack of exercise has been identified as a risk factor in cor

onary heart 'disease ~15, 18, '19, 22~ 23, 31, 35). Cardiovascular dis

ease aOOOfL\'tT-S for 54.1% of the c2aths in the United States each year 

(1). Pelice personnel are parti'cularly susceptable to fleart disease due 

to the nigh stress characteristics of the job. There are clearly indiv-

susceptab1e to heart attack. .l1.: ' • ..) uvt,;i..Jv",d tna:, "1,':;;';>C individuals 
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could successfully'engage in tasks requiring p7'olonged exertion such as 

crowd control situations encountered in student confrontations of the 

1 ate 11960 's:. 

-
GENERAL CONClUSION 

There ~e a number of men on the pol i'ce force who are cl early unfit 

and slhould b.egin.a fitness program. These men must be fit if they are. 

expected to perform the physical tasks demanded of them in police.work. 

The National .Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

{36}5ilas stated that lI ev{1\ry police agency should establish physi'cal fit-

. ness standarrls that will insure every officer's physical fitness and 

satisfactory job performance throughout his career. If the officer fails 

to meet the predetermined standards, a program should be prescribed to 

improv.e his physical condition. 1I 

- 73 ... \ . 
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TABLE XVrIl' 

PERFORMANCE OF POLICE APPLICANTS ON ASSORTED' PHYSICAL 
FITNESS TESTS 

'(TESTED PREVIOUSLYl 

N=200 Wt=172.6 + 21.5 Ht=::70.4 + 2.6 eX + S) 

TEST x S 

Fence 11.4 3.6 

Scramble 20.5 3.1 

Hescue 22.6 3.2 

Stair 18.6 1.5 

Foot Pursuit 19.5 3.0 

-Pull ups 8.8 3.9 

Grip 5:3.9 8.6 

Situps 42.9 7.8 

1-1/2 Mile Run* 12 min. 26 sec. 44 sec. 
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. CHAPTER V 

MINn~Ui~ STANDARD 

A. NEED FOR A STANDARD 

B. MINIMUM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT 
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THE NEED FOR A STANDARD 

. 
A minimum standard seeks to produce officers with increased ability 

to provide safet~· for the public by assuring that each officer can oper

ate at and maintain the level of physical fitness which this study deter

mines necessary. Our two criteria are: 1) a healthy cardiovascular 

system, and 2) acceptable performance on work-related basis. An inter

relationship is immediately seen, because police work tasks indeed re

quire cardiovascular fitness. 

We have seen that poi ice work does include intensely demanding phys-
-ical exertion and that the injury figures are both extremely high and 

obviously related to the performance of physical tasks. He are also 

aware that the public expects officers to adequately perform the tasks 

of the job which requir~ the use of more than the"use of verbal commun-

ication, yet less than weaponry techniques. 

SOCiologically, we are recognizing th~t when confrontation is needed 

but ignored, it builds. Our officers must have the confidence and the 
-physica1 ability to deal with physical confrontation. It is startl'ing 

to measure the p~ysical capabilities of the Elmwood inmates against 

those of the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Office and the San Jose 

Police Department in the work-task obstacle course test conducted in 

June of 1973. In the test, time was relevant to distance, and the in

mates would have escaped ty 50 yardi had it been an actual situation. 

The inmates were clearly more fit than the police. 

We are told that "mifi'imum standard" must be g~ared to the least man. 
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This 'aOnc;ept actually encourages a downgrading. Many of the pol ice 

officer parti.cipants· in this test stated that they were fonner 

athletes,. but felt that their physical condition was deteriorating due 

to 1 ack l)f incentive as W€:l1 as to their mostly sedentary w~~king hours. 

11ttfflouJd be emphasized that the purpose of our minimum standard 

relates directly to job-performance, and that it seeks to include, 

not tG 'e~:clude4 We wish to bring police appl;-cants and sworn officers 

up to i1a ,c:ompetent fitness level, not to build a case against minorities 

of an.y ·kim!. 

MININUM PERFORr~ANCE REQUIRD1ENT 

it I.pol1ce officer' is expected to perform the duties outl ined in the 

task amalysis under normal circumstances with a minimum possibility of 

injury to h'imsel f. Minimum fitn~ss standards are' necessary for the de

velopment nf defensive tactics techniques (32, 39, 44). These techniqu~s -
wilT mnimizt! escalation of force and uphold 'public expect~tion of police 

functimn. In addition, specific physical abilities as outlined in the 

task ,amd analysis, are required of the officer so that he will adequately 

perfo.rIm the duties of his job. 

Em assessing the minimum fitness requirements of police, the physical 

condition of the adversary must be taken into account. This individual 

was described in Chapter III. The police officer must be as fit as 

the typJi ca1 suspect that he encounters. Experts (32, 39, 44) agree 

that fm hand-to-hand combat, eql:lal height~ weight, and-fitness are re

quired: to be equally competitive. ·Deficiencies in height, weight, and 

• 

~ • 
. ~ . 

~itrness can .only Be compensated for br years of i:ntense trainin.9 in 

the marti-al'arts. Like\'dse, suspect pursuit requires at least an 

equaJI fitness for a successful capture. 

T:he average person is typi'cally defined by insurance companies as 

beirt~ one standard deviation aBove and Delow the mean. Thi's area com

pris.es .about £6 percent of the population. Minimum physical standards 

shou{lId: be set at one-half standard deviation below the mean 'of the av-

erage suspect. This standard enables the police off'icer to be at least 
. . 

competitive "lith most suspects that he \,/tl1 have to deal with physically. 

-This :standard \'J;ll satisfy the public demand of performing the tasks 

outlined in the task' analysi s under ordinary ci rcumstances. A lower 

standard than this waul d mean that the officer \'Joul d be unabl e to meet 

the pmysical demands of the job in the majority of situations involving 

competition 1'!;th the average person. Thts minimum standard ~vill insure 

that !pol ice 'offtcers can sati sfy the demands of the job without an es-

calat'iion clf force. 

The fitness levels of the typical suspect can be predicted from the 

data available from the normal population. The typical suspect is in 

his late 2D ' s and is a blue collar worker. This group'tends to be 

somewlhat IOOre physi ca i ly fi t than the popul o.ti on as a \'/ho 1 e, due to 

the plhysi cal nature of thei r jobs. However, due to the 1 ack of knowl edge 

of fitness levels of this group, fitness levels of the normal population 

1'n tEnis age group will be used .. Fttness norms will be.taken from subjects 

tested -by Fleishman (17), from police applicants I</ho have been show'n to 
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represent the nonnal popu1 ati:on (371, from subjects tested by ~/i lmore 

<71 Cfimr bodycomposttionI, and from sey'eral other i'nvest.igators (6,10, 

33I (aerobtc capactty}. Although these values are prooab1y lower than 

actual ~itness levels of the average suspect, the standard is based on 

readtly id~ntiftaDle data, rather than estimation of a group for 

which Em fftness data is available. 
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PITNESS ·.STANDARDS fOR' POLICE' PERSONNEL 

police Task Stmulations Maxi'mumAlloltJable Time 

Test Seconds 

1. Fence 13.2 

2 • Scramble 22.0 

3. Rescue 24.3 

4~ Stair 19.3 

5. foot Pursui t 21.0 

..; 811 -
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~ 'm~um ailowab1e times bave been selected on the basis of 

nonns computed on pol ice appl i'cants. Al though many of the appli'cant 

perfOT'llTall.ces ilTe tnferior' to that of current personnel, the times 

more c'losely res~le the physical perf,ormance of a typical adversary. 

. , 

There till1 be no standard recommended for ,the standard fi tness 

tests. !he correlations between police task simulation~ and standard 

fitness tests have been found to be no greater than .50 indicating" 

n? more than 25% variance in common. These findings are consistent 

with ,too principle of motor specifiCity. Thus, performance on one 

skin ~y not lead to prediction of another skin. _ 

HO\'ilever~ because:of at. least 30% generality of strength, speed, 

"agil'i~/f e:tc., pushups, pullups and other such exercises can be 

practioed to improve performance an police tasks- and thus are valuable 

in training programs. 

Aerobic Capaci-::z 

A"erobic capacity is perhaps the most important component of phys

ical Ti~ness_ This is a measure of the functional capacity of the 

card.iovascular system. ,Aerobic capacity is highly correlative to work 

capaci~ and ~o efficiency of work. performance at submaximal work loads. 

An adequate aerobic capacity is related t~ the reduction of risk of 

corOllary heart disease (20, 22, 24). 

• 

~ •. 

" Ml'N1MUW RECOMMENDED . AEROBIC' CAPACHY' . .. . (; 

V02 max 

(measured en a bicycle ergometer} 

" 1-1/2 mile run 13 min. 10 sec. 

The minimum standard above represents the level of marginal aerobic 

capacity (10). r-t is recommended that thi's test be admini stered in a 

laboratory using continuous electrocardiographic monitoring to any 

Officer- over 30 years of age. Older tlfficers, without their involvement 

~n a regu.lar physical training program, risk cardiac arrest in a 1-1/2 

mile run. Officers under 30 years of age may take a field test (1-1/2 

mile run) to estimate V02 max. This test gives a good approximation of 

perfonnance in the 1 aboratory, but does not gi.ve the test admi ni strat~r 

constant evaluation on cardiac performance during th~ test . 

It is not recommended that assessment.of body composition be included 

in the physical performance inventory. Excessive fat percentages should . -
be det~mJined by the City physician. If there is a question of the fat 

percentage of an individual (i.e., such as. in an individual who engages 

in weigh-t training and has large muscles and a high body weight), then 

the indivi<iua 1 shoul d be wei ghed underwater so that hi s .percent fat 

could be determined. 

It is recolT111ended to the CHy physician that 23% fat be ~.he maximum 
, 

allowable for men and 28% fay' women (due to natural differences in fat 

- ~? -
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deposition} .. 

The data indicates no clear decline in the physical pe!rformance of 

p01ice with age. HOvJever, in this study, several older officers were 

not allowed to participate in the study due to poor health. ·Thus, a 

decl ine in fitness normally seen in the average .popul ation ma'y have-: 

been missed in this study .. 

It is recommended that no allowanC2 in minimum physical st~ndards 
. 

~e allov/ed for age. The physical standards demanded of the officers 

during the course of their work does not change with age, and thus 

the minimum ~~~ndards cannot change . 

. Time Interval Between Tests 

It· is recommended that off; cers be tested at t\'lO-year interval s. 

It is essential that field tests be administered on a dry field so 

that reliability of admin·istration is assured. Officers should be ex

amined by the City physician before participating in the fitness test. 

Non-Uniformed Personnel 

It is recommended that these physica! standards apply to uniformed 

officers, only. Administrative personnel, detectives, etc., are not 

required to perform the duties outlined in the task analysis an~ 

should not be held accountable to the same physical standard. 
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CHAPTER VI 

-PHYSICAL TRAINING 

. , 

A. POLICE ACADEMY 

'. B. ON-GOING 

'. 4<-
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PrtY'SICAL TRAINING:, 
POLICE ACADEMY ~ND ON-GOrNq 

A comprehenstve physical training program ts essent~al' at the 

academy level in order to prepare for the adequate performance of 

police tasks a~d to ensure good health. At this time the police cadet 

should receive the basic knowledge for a lifetime of fitness. He 

should learn pertinent physiological concepts, and principles of phys

ical fitness and injury avoidance as well as undergo an effective 

active training program. _ He should demonstrate, both physically and 

academically, that he has -this information . 

The follow{ng section provides a complete general design and a 

specific ten-week course to Quarantee that the cadet will, in fact, 

perform at the recommended level of fitness and tnat he/she will under

stand how physical fitness relates to job performance and good health. 
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Il. GOALS: 

THE DESIGN FOR ACADEM~ ~URR~CULUM 

To instill confidence in the officer and prepare him 

for service. 

1. To bring every cadet up to an established level of 

physical fitness. 

2. To give the cadet the, knowledge of why physical 

fitness i~ important,in police work. 

3. To ~ive the cadet the understanding of the c9ntrib

'uti~g factors to physical fitness. 

a. Diet 

b. Obesity 

c.' Smoking 

d. Exercise 

,rlr. BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: 

1. The cadet will explain in a written test how diet 

and nutrition contribute to physical fitness. 
of:'. 

2. The ~adet will explain in a written test how the 

lack of exercise, obesity, and smoking affect his/her 

physical fitness. 

3. The cadet will explain in a written test the most 

common types of injuries pertaining to police work, 

how they happen, and hOI" to prevent them. 

- 8.6 -
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IV. ACTIVITIES: 

~. 

4. The cadet will explain in a written test why the 

police offi'cer 'must be phYSically capable. 

5. The cadet will demonstrate his physical fitness for 

police work on police task sjmulation tests. 

6., After the demonstration of fitness and the provis

ion of test results data, the cadet will assess 

hi's/her level of fitness and compare it to the' 

academy's physical fitness standard. 

7. The cadet will be able to chart his own physical 

fitness program designed to bring him/her up to the 

academy standard and '.'lill use their self-developed 

program to maintain that standard. 

8. The cadet will explain in ~ritten form the relation

ship between physical fitness and the learning and 

performing of defensi~e tactic skills .. 

'1. Movies 

2. Video Tapes 

3. Various related literature and X€rox copies as 

needed. 

4. Universal weight lifting machine 

5. Free Weights (barbells, dumbells, etc.) 

6. 'Materials for police task simulation course (see 

Appendix A)~ 
,... ... 
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7., 'Mats 

8 •. Stop Watches 

Vt:. FACIlI-TY': 

1. Weight 'Lifting Room 

2. Mat Room 

3. Lawn Practice Field 

4. 440-Y'ard Track 

V·II. STAFf: 

One trained and qual i'fi ed instructor per every 15 students. 

.ACADEMY CURRICULUM: LESSON PLANS 

It 'is re~OTnmended that academy curri cul urn be 50 hours (1 hour ~ 
- ' 

45 minutes!t ·three times per week). This time will be spent in de-

veloping physical fitness for police work and developing positive 

, , attitude:; and knowledge of physica1 condi~ioning. As \'Jith other areas 

of the academy curriculum~ cadets will be required to spend additional 
. -hours oT preparation in physical conditioning and studying concepts of 

. physical fitness. 

WEEK 1 

Day 1:: 

1. lecture: Introduce cadet to concepts of physical conditioning 

(i/2 hour). 

2.-· Individual assessment of initial fitness levels (1/2 hour). 

.... 

Ii 

t 
! 
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a. 'Qualifying ,examination. 

3. Physlt:alconditioning 

Day 2: 

a. -,calisthenics (15 mi'nutes} 

1. Pushups (25 repetitions) 

~ ,2;. Situps (20 rep'etitions) 

3. Dorsal arch (10 repetitions) 

4. flamstring stretching (10 repetitions) 

5~ Jumping jacks (20 repet'ftions} 

h. Aerobic conditioning (15 minutesl 

1. Jog-walk·one m;le~ 

1 •. Lecture: Role of exercise in the prevention of cardiovascular 

disease {45 minutes}. 

2. Weight training (45 minutes) 

a. Introduction to Universal Gym and weight training activities. 

b. Description of exercises. 

3. Aerobic conditioning 

a. Jog for 15 minutes . 

~ay 3: 

1. Lecture:' Role of exercise in heart disease (continued) (1-1/2 

hours) • 

2. Kat 'conditioning (15 minutes}. 

3. Weight training: introduction (continued) (1/2 hour). 

4. Aerobic conditioning (20,minutes). 
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a. J,og-wal k for 20 'mi,nutes. 

5.· Calisthenics CJO minutes} 

a. See Day 1 

'WEEK 2 

Day 1: 

1. Lecture: Develo~ment of aerobic capaci~y (30 minutes). 

2. Calisthenics (lIT minutes} 

a. See Day 1 

3. _ Weight training (50 minutes) 

a. ~ench press ~ 2 sets, 10 rep~.' 

b.Seated press - 2 sets, 10 reps. 

c. Leg press - 2 se~s, 10 reps. 

d. Pull ups or bar hangs - 2 sets maxim'urn 

e. Situps - 2 sets, 20 reps. 

f. Curls - 2 sets., 10 reps. 

4. Aerobic conditioning (15 minutes} 

a. Jog for 15 minutes 

Day 2: 

1. Introduct5on to police task simulations (1 hour, 45 minutes): 

a. Explanation of police physical task analysis. 

b. Demonstration of tasks 

c. Test on tasks 

Day 3: 
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1 • Fi'll1), "Run Di. ck, Run Jane. 1\. (30 mi nutes 1 
2. W.ei,ght ·trai"ning (50 minutes} 

a. See Day 1, !-Jeek 2 

3. Aerobic conditioning (20 minutes} 

a~ Conttnuous jogging for 20 minutes 

WEEK 3 

Day 1: 

1. Lecture: Obesity (30 minutes} 

2~ Calisthenics (10 minutes) 

a. See Day 1, Week 1 

3. Mat ~onditioning (35 minutes) 

4. Aerobic conditioning (20 minutes} 

a. Continuous jogging 

Day 2:' 

1. POlice simulation tasks (one hour) 

a., Practice and instruction on techniques 

2. Physical fitness and the prevention of job-related injury 

(1/2 hour), 
r 

.3. Aerobic conditioning (15 minutes) 

a. -High intensity interva1 training. 

Day 3: 

1. Lecture: Strength, physiology (45 minutes) 

2. Weight training (45 minutes} 
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a. See Day 1, Week 2 

b. Increase i'ntens tty of program . 
3. Aerobic ~onditiontng (15 minutes) 

a.' Jogging continuously 

WEEK 4 

Day 1: 

1. Test: 1-1/2 mi'le run (45 minutesl 

al. Aerobic capacity evaluation (comparison with entrance level) 

2. 'Calisthenics (10 minutes} 

lecture: Development of strength (50 minutes) 

Day 2: 

1. ,Test: Police task simulation tests C1 hou'r, 45 minutes) 

a. Comparison with entrance levels 

Day 3: 

1. Weight training (1 hour, 15 minutes} 

a. Bench press - 3 sets, 5 reps. 

b. leg press - 3 sets, 5 reps. 

c. Pullups or bar hangs - 2 sets maximum 

,d. Seated press - 3 sets, 5 reps. 

e. Curls - 3 sets, 5 reps. 

2. Aerobic conditioning (30 minutes} 

a. Jog-walk for 30 minutes 
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WEEK 5 

Day 1 : 

1 • 

2'. 

3. 

Lec'ture: Specifi'ci,ty of trai'ni,ng (30 mi'nutes). 

Kat condttioning (30 mi'nutes J 

Aenmtccondttioning (30 minutesl 

a_ lnte~val training (20 minutesl 

b. Continuous 

Day Z: 

1. pOlice simulation task (1 hour) 

a_Practice and instruction 
" 

2e Weight training (45 minutes} 

a.. £ircuit training 

Day 3: 

1* lecture: Specificity'of police physical tasks (30 minutes) 

2. Weight training (45 minutes) 

a_Circuit training 

3~; .Aerobic conditioning (15 minutes} 

a. Continuous joggi ng 

WEEK 5:: 

Da,y 1 

1;; lecture: Body composi'tion (30 minutes 1 

2.. !ndivirlual assessment of body fat by a simple anthropometric 

- method {15 minutes). 
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-------------------------~ 
" 

3,. fiat condi'tioning (15 mi nutes I 

4. Aerobi'c conditioni'ng (45 mi'nutes I . 
;a. Interval trai'ning (30 mi'nutes 1 

ib.· Jogging (10 minutes} 

5. Stret!:ning (5' mi'nutes ) 

Day 2: 

1. JPoltce simulation task testing Cl hour, 45 roi'nutes) 

,a. Progress eva 1 uati on by video tape 

Day 3: 

1. Aerobic capacity and evaluation (30 minutes) 

a.. 1-1/2 mile run test 

2. Weight training (1 hou,r, 15 mtnutes} 

ia_ SEe l~eek 4, Day 3 

WEEK 7 

Day 1: 

'. 

1. lecture: Physical fitness and defensive tactics (30 minutes) 

2. Ca1isthenics (30 minutes) 

a .. Progress evaluation on pushups, pullup:s,and situps. 

3. Aerobic conditioning (45 minutes) 

a. Continuous jogglng ('45 minutes} 
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Pa,y- 2:: 

1___ ,Physi-cal fitness for pol tce tasks. Additional tasks not specif-

Day 3:: 

. . 
:fcal1y tested on poli'ce simulati'on tasks; (1 hour, 45 minutes). 

.,~amp'es: 

a.. Cl.imfiingchain 1 ink fences 

h.. QiJ;'ck exits and entrances from pol ice cars 

,J:. .c1 imbing trees 

d. Spri~ting techniques 
. 

.,e. Running on irregul ar or wet surfaces 

. 
1. Aerobic and anaerobic conditioning (45 minutes). 

a. i4indsprints (15 minutes) 

b. Jogging (30 minutes) 

2.. 'Weight training (1 hour) 

a. Circuit training 

WEEK 8. 

Day 1: 

1. Physical fitness and stress (30 minutes). 

2;}Jeight training (1 hour) 

,a.. See Week 4, Day 3. 

3. Aerobic conditioning (15 minutes) 
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Day 2: 

1. Police simulation task testing (1 hour, 45 minutes) 

a. performance analysis 

b. Video tape analysis 

c ... -: Performance efficiency instructton 

Day 3: 

1 .. AeT'Qbi~ t:gpacity evalua.tion {45 minutes} 

a. 1-1/2 mi1e run test 

b. Each Cad~t will design personal progra~ for lifteime aerobic 

capacity maintenance. 
. . 

2.· Weight training (1 hour) 

a. See Week 4, Day 3 

WEEK 9 

Day 1: 

1. Lecture: Nutrition and physical fi'tness (30 minutes) ..... 

2. Ueight training (1 hour) 

a •. See Week 4~ Day 3 
-

3. Aerobic conditioning (15 minutes) 

a. Continuous jogging 

'. 
Day 2: 

1. ~oltce simulation tasks (1 hour, 45 mtnutes) 

a. tnstructi on 

D. Video tape an(lly.s-i~ 

• 

~. 

Day 3: 

1. Cal.istbeni cs (30 mi'nutes) 

a. 'Proyress evaluation .on pushups, pullups~and situps. 

2. Mat conditioning (15 minutes) . 
3. Circuit training (3D minutes) 

4. Aerobic conditioning (30 minutes) 

a. Interval training (20 minutesr 

,b. Jogging (10 minutes) 

WEEK 10 

Day 1:: 

1. Lecture: Physical fitness and the police .officer (1 hour). 

2. Calisthenics (15 minutes) 

3. Aerobic conditioning pO minutes 

a. "':Jogging 

Day 2: 

. . 

1.. Police simulation task testing (l hour) 45 minutes) 

a.Eva!uation of cadet for physical capability of police work 

(see academy physical standard). 

Day 3:. 

1. Aerobic capacity evaluation (1 hour, 45 minutes) 

a. Test on 1-1/2 mi'le run. 

b .. .Person·al evaluation of physical fitness for police war'k. 
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, DEPHIITIONS 

Weight Training - Progressive overload of muscles in a systematic manner 

with weights. It is recommended that a weight machine such as the 
, , 

"Universal Gymll be used due to its versatil ity and safety with groups. 

Circuit Training - A physi cal fitness program tn 'flhich the 'cadet attempts 

to complete a set of prescribed exerc~ses as rapidly as possible. 

Exercises include weight lifts, calisthenics and running. 

Aerobic Conditioning - Exercises such as running that develop the cardio

vascular system. (02 transport and u'tilization). 

Interval Training - High intensity running. The distance, pace, repeti

tions and rest inte~vals are varied systemati2ally. 

Calisthenics Exercises using the body as its own resistance. These 

are well known exercises such as pushups~ pullups, situps, etc. Per

formance on these tests are poorly carrel ated with p,~rformance on 

police tasks. However, using calisthenics as training exercises 

will strengthen muscles needed to perform police. physical tasks. 

'Calisthenics are used as a, warmup for regular physical activity 

'i'n the academy. They are to be practiced by cadets on' thei r ~wn 

time so that they can improve the ~~rength of muscle groups needed 

in performance of police tasks. 

. 
'Mat Conditioning - Mat conditioning involves wrestling with a minimum 
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amount of instruction on wrestling techniques. This conditioning de

velrips strength that is es~ent~al for defensTve tactics training. 

The injury analysTs shows that a large percentage of injuries are 

muscle pulls, strains and sprains occurri'ng during confrontation with 

a suspect. Mat conditioning is the best means of developing this 

kind of strength. 

Specificity - An extremely important,concept that is vital in the train

ing of pol ice offi cers. The abi 1 i.ty to perform one motor task does 

not necessarily predict the ability to perform another motor task. 

This academy curriculum spends a great ,deal of time prepa,-ing the 

cadet for the performance of police tasks. It is essential that 

cadets are physically prepared to perform police tasks rather than 

a conglomeration of non-related physical tas~. 

RECor~f,1ENDATIONS 

Instructors - It is recommended that instructors of physical condition

ing have knowledge of the scientific principles of physical condi

tioning. In addition to possessing a knowledge of training programs~ 

.the instructor should have knowledge in the area of exercise physiol

.ogy, kinesiology, nutrition, motor learnlng, hea.lth and the epidemiol

C!lgy of heart di.sease. The instructor should also have a good knowl

edge of the physical tasKS performed by the police Officer. 

. 'Patt~ittes - It ts recommended t~at adequate physical training facilities 
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be' provided. These facilities could be used by regular police of~

teers as well as by cadets. These factlttte~ should include shower 

. and locker faci 1 ities, weight room (~ne Untversa.1 gym per 10 cadets 

plus free weights), field space for police simulation tasks and run

ning. 

Academy Physical Fitness Standard - Three different physical fitness 

standards have been established: minimum academy entrarce standards, 

minimum academy graduation standards and minimum physical standards 

for Bureau of Field Operations. These standards are base~ on the 

estimated physi cal fitness of the typi cal suspect. The ·entrance 

standard is the lowest because the cadet's fitness is expected to 

rise during the academy training. The cadet will hopefully improve 

his physical fitness and·knowlegge of, physi.cal conditioning during 

the acad.emy. The academy standardi s the hi ghest because the cadet 

is. engaged in regular physical training and should be expected to 

improve his fitness. ihe standard fo~ working personnel is in the 

middle: .the officer is not engaged i~ regular intensive training, 
-

but possesses the knowledge to maintain adequate fitness. A certain 

amount of deconditioning is expected after cessation of the vigorous 

, training of t~e academy. 

Recommended entrance and graduation minimum standards appear in 

Table XIX. Tests should be administered exactly as in the instruc

ttons in Appendi-x A. It should be noted that none of the standards 

e~ceed the estimated mean va1ue of the typical suspect. This is 

certainly not unreasonable,) and a higher minimum standard is perhaps 

justified. 
-100 -
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fitness Improvement Expectation - Considerable improvement in the phys

fcal' capabi1ity for police work can be expected from the academy cur

riculum outlined. 

T~bles XX and XXI' show the resul ts of tests. given to a recent 

academy' 'class. These results are reported for female cadets as 

well as the ~lass as a whole. 
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TABLE XIX .. ~1tNIMUM tNTRANCE AND GRADUA1rON SCORES ~OR tHE POLICE SIMULA110N TESTS 

1.5 Mile 
·Run . 

.~ The Fence 
,) Climb 

The Scramble 

. The Hescue 

The Stair 
Climb 

The Foot 
Pursuit 

I 

, 

. 

, 

; 

, 

POLICE SIMULATION TESTS 

ENTRANCE SCORES GRADUATION SCORES 

13 mtnutes 10 seconds 12 minutes 26 seconds . . . . ... 

I 

15 seconds 11.4 seconds 
.,,... 

23 seconds 20.5 seconds 

. 
25 seconds 22.6 seconds , 

.' , 

20 seconds 18.6 seconds 

22 seconds 19.5 seconds 

. \ 
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1.5 Mi.le 
Run 

Pushups 

Situps 

Burpees 

• ~, ... ) •• 

TABLE XX'- CHANGES fN STANDARD PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS DURING 30 HOUR POLICE ACADEMY 

N == 64 ~ = 56 !f. = 8 

Pre-Test -Post-Test t 

X 13 minutes 47 seconds 11 minutes 47 seconds 
4.43 (P< .05) . 

S . 2 minutes 56 seconds .. 2 minutes -e- seconds,' . . , 

X 7.1 8.9 
2.12 (p< .05) 

s 4.0: . , ..... , ....... 4.8 

X 13.2 48.6 
(P( .05) . 12.lJ6 

S. 31 .3. . ' .. ' . , . , .. . . . 16.6 " . 

X 38.3' 47.4 
5.65 (P< .05) 

S 10.8 9. 1 .. 

X 15.5 18.0 
(P< .05) 4.99 

S 2.4 3.2 
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TAe~~ XXI l\! CHAN~~S IN 'STANDARD, PHYSICAL FnN~S$ T~~TS DURING 30 HOURS PQbICE ACAO~MY FOR WOMEN. 

.... 

. , 

1.5 Mt1e 
Run 

Chinups 

,~. pushups 

Situps 

Burpees . 

N ~ a .. ' 

Pre-Test 

X , 8 mi'nutes 

S 3 mtnutes 

X 
-e-

S . . , ... , . 

X 9..0 

S .. 7.0. 

X 20'.9 

S 7.5 

X '1.6 

S .9 

.... 

43 seconds 

38 seconds 

. . . . ... . . . . 

• 

, 
Post-Test t .. 
" 

14 rntnutes 20 seconds 
5.5 

2 minutes 19 seconds 
.• i 

-e- ...a-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

29.3 
8.29 

10.9 .. 

42.0 
10.03 

8.5 
-

, 3.1 . 
, 2.09 

2.0 

. \ 
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Subjec.ts are descr;bed in Tqble XXII'. 

Pena' e cadets made startl ing improvements in the 1-1/2 mi 1 e run, 

pushups, situps and burpees. No data is available on performance of 

policesimulati'on tasks by an academy group. The data clearly shows 
. ' 

that wemale cade~s can make 1 arge improvements in physical fitness dur-

ing tme academy. These t'esults would no doubt be magnified \'/ith 50 hours 

devoted to physlcal conditioning and the development of knolA/ledge of 
physfcal condttioning. 

It is recommended tha't extensive research be conducted in the devel

opmentof physical capability in prospective women police officers. 
-

This research should: explore areas such as aerobic capacity, strength, 

body composition and specific police physical tasks. 
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TABLE XXII 

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED ACADH1Y CADETS 

R :;:; 66 Melle N :; 64 Femal.e N = 8 

Age: X 25.3 yrs. 

S 4.0 yrs. 

He1g~t: X 70.3 inches 

S 2.5 inches 

Weight: X 172.1 pounds 

S 25.8 .pounds 

"'fie - ivv.-
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. 'PIWSICAL FlTNESS' fOR' CURRENT' PERSONNEL 
'. . 

"physical fitness standards for entrance to the academy, graduation 

from the academy, and for on-going personnel are meaningl ess and unfai r. 

unless the. officer ts provided with a vehicle for the maintenance of 

physical fitness. 

Recommendations 

1. rt i's recommended that the Police Department have a physical 

fitness resource person who could serve in a dual capacity 

"as academy physica'l fitness expert ,and physical fitness consult

ant to on-going personnel. This tndtvidual would work clrisely 

with the City physician. His qualifications are described pre

viously in the police' academy section. ' ' . 

2. ' tt is recommended that an adequate training facility be provided 

. for on-going personnel. T~is facility could be used in conjunc

tion with the police academy. This facility is described as 

the police academy section. 

3. It is recommended that seminars on physical fitness be available 

to current. personnel so that they pos~ess the knowledge to de

vise their own physical training programs. 

4. It is recommended that current personnel involve themselves in 

regular physical activity such as aerobic conditioning (10), 
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~ei9h.t .trC\ining and pq1ice simula,tion ta,sks,. A typical pro-

, , gram '~ight oe simi'l ar to that found in the pol ice academy cur

riculum. Such programs could be estaoli'shed with the help of 

academy physical training officer. 

\ . 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND RECO~11~ENDATIONS 
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SUMMARY AND RECO~l~~ENDATION 

This study has examined the need for a physical standard. In con

sideration were the public's expectations, administrative policies, and 

the police"officer's capability. In the process) injury and assault 

factors were examined to ascertain their relationship to physical fit-

ness. 

It .was determined that physical standards are necessary for uniformed 
. . 

police lPersonnel, for the applicant, the cadet, and fo~ the beat officer. 

Injuries are clearly related to the performance of p'hysical tasks per

fanned during the course of police work. There are police officers cur

rently employed ItJhose physi cal fitness 1 evel s fall si gnifi cantly below 

those err the average American. A standard has been set which requires 

the poliiceoffi.cer to be of equal fitness with tlie average person. This 

standard tlilJenable the officer to perform physical tasks during the 

course IOf police \'/ork in aCGordance with reasonable expectations. An ad::.. 

equate training progr:am has been offered to ensure that the officer is 

provided ~lith the knowledge of fitness and to enable him to feel con

fident in his abilities. It is up to administration to provide the 

means of training. 

We offer the·following recommendations as a result of this study: 

General Recommendations 

1. The role and expectations of the police officer in all aspects 

of' police work must be clearly defined .. 
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2. The abilities of the police officer must be at least equal to " 

this defined expectation. 

3. There should be' consistancy between Academy training and on-

the~job performance. 

Specific Recommendations 

1: Academy cadets and on-going personnel should be required to 

maintain at least a minimum standard of physical fitness. 

(See Chapter V). 

2 •. The administration should provide positive jncentives for the 

maintenance of this standard such as: 
" " 

a~ A physical fitness facility, including equipment. 

b. Trained advisory personnel in physical fitness. 

c. Mandatory compliance with standard. 

3. More research is needed on the evaluation of the physical de-

mands of police work. 

4. More research is needed on the physical performance character-

istics of women and police work. 
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APPENDIX A 

POLICE SIMULATION TESTS DESCRIPTION 
. AND GENERAL INFORMATION 

The following pages show: 

1. The tasks associated with each test taken 

from the critical moment list on page 130. 

2. A sUlTUTlary of who.t the test measw'es . 

3: A descriptipn of the test. 

4. The test instructions. 

5. Penalties 

6. Additional general informatio'n pertaining to 

each test. 

7. An illustration of each test. 

8. Minimum qualifying scores .. 
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THE STAIR CLIMB 

Task No. 

2 

3 

4 

7 

Running through house 

~ Cl imbi ng stai rs 

Run up staircase 

Vertical jump 

15 Land in balanced position following drop 

16 Run quickly upon landing after drop 

44 Landing on balance after climbing an object in 

off-set terrain 

Summary: Measures ability to make stair ascents and controlled drops 

and to keep balance and control direction in pur~uit situations requir

ing gross body movement. 

Oescri pti o'n of Test 

. 
On command, you will run up a flight of 7 stairs, duck under rail on 

the right and jump to the ground; run to starting point. You will re

peat this 3 times. That is the ena of the test. You will carry a 

baton in your left hand. The test requires explosive leg 'strength; 

ability to maintain equilibrium tifter ju~ping from a high place; and 

recovery from jumps and drops from walls. 

Instructions-

You '.'/il1 be allowed 3 attempts to qualify on this event. You must fol-
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low ins~ctions or default on that attempt. Standing start with a 

l4" batonb~ld in your-left hand. I will say, 'Ready' (1 sec.), 

. 'Set' (I sec .. ), 'Go. I You will ~un up the stairs, one at a "time, duck 

under the right rail and jump off the platform onto the ground and run 

back to ~e start and around the pylon. 

Repeat !his ;~lice more, 3 in all. That is the end of the test. Your 

score will be the number of se,conds required to complete the course. 

If you bock. the pylon down do not stop, continue the test and the 

scorer'mll reset the pylon. You must follow instructions or default 

that attempt.. Are there any questions? 

, Penalty 

One second penalty for each step skipped. One secon9 penalty for each 

time the .pylon is knocked down. 

Minimum Standard 

Minim~~qua1ifying score is 19.3 s~conds, including penalties. If a 

po1ice ~afficer defaults or scores above 19.3 seconds, he will imme

.dia~ely repeat the event. The police Officer will be allowed a total 

of 3 attempts to qualify. 

J , 
i 

~ , , 
'i 
i 
) 

'f 
I 
I 
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Task !!.Q.. 

2 

4 

21 

22 

'23 

34 

36 

38 

50 

60 '. 61 

69 

70 

71 

72 

,74 
/ 
/. 131 . 
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THE FOOT PURSUIT 

Running through house 

\ Run up staircase 

Dodge obstacles 

Trip and regain balance 

Hurdle objects 

Jump hedges 

Dodging and weaving while running among. objects . 

~aking sharp turns while running on alternating surfaces 

Fuil speed broken field running 

Running through slippery terrain 

,Running through entangl ing terrain ' 

~unning through bushes 

Running and hopping from stone to stone 

Running through traffic 

Running through crowds 

Sidestep 

Broken field running under limited visibility (gas mask) , 

M~asures the abil ity to pu'rsue a suspect where different 

field conditions requi~e running with considerable pre

cision and body control . 
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THE FOOT PURSUrT {continued} 

Description of Test 

This test is designed to requiTe speci'fic and precise movements in 

unusual sequences and positions. F~om a standing start the police 

officer clears four hurdles of varying heights and performs a tire 

run with ti'res 9f two degrees of predsion demand. The test requires 

coordtnation and tlie aoi'1ity to maintain equilibrium v,hen rapidly 

cnanging d i'recti'on and tne body's center of gravi ty . It requi res' 
, ' 

explosive strengtli, particularly of lower part of body. 

Instructions 

You will be allowed 3 attempts to qualify tn this event. You must 

follow instructions or default on that attempt. ,"I will say, 'Ready, 

Set, Ga.' On 'Go' you are to run and jump hurdles, step in tires, ' 

and dodge around pylons. You must step inside each tire. Your score 

win be the time in seconds plus a one-second penalty for each hurdle 

rail you knock davin, and an additional one-second penalty for each 

tire" centel' you fail to step in. There is no penalty for tripping, 

but you must follow the course correctly. If you do not follow the 

course, you will default that attempt. Remember, step in'all tires. 

Are there any questions? 

Each rail downed, plus one second. Each tire missed or tire center 

missed, plus one second penalty. 
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Minillltlm1 Standard 

MaxilJlUni2qu~lif"ying score is 21 seconds including penalties. If the 

pol ice rofficer defaults or scores above 21 seconds he wi 11 immedi ately 

repeat 'th~event. The police officer will be allowed a total of 3 

attempts to qua 1i fy . 

G. • 
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a 
Task No. 

18 

19 

28 

32 

33 

58 

59 

62 

63 

64 

• 81 

83 

84 

91 

92 

98 

103 

104 

116 

148 

149 

155 

• 

THE RESCUE 

-Move furniture 

Lift furniture 

Pulling doors open 

Drag suspect from under furniture 

Pry open grip 

Li fti ng people 

Carrying people 

Restraining injured persons 

Lifting an injured person 

Carrying an injured person 

Forcing damaged auto door 

Upr; ght; ng po r; ce motorcycles 

Pushing vehicles 
. . 

Partially lift and drag semi-conscious pe.rson 

Partially lift and drag struggling person 

Forcing protesting person into prone position 

Pry· suspect's arm into small of back, using one hand 

Cuff one hand~ transfer~ and hold with other hand. 

Maintain two (2) hand weapon control 

Apply bear hug 

Apply wrist'restraint to 'women 

Running while carrying injured persons 
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THE RESCUE (continued) 

.Summary: Measures ability to carry or drag an unconscious victim. 

Measures strengths required in hand-to-hand apprehension 

of resisting suspects. r·1easures ability to apply correc

tive force in accident situations. 

Description of Test 

from a standing start, the p01ice officer lifts the bag and carries 

i~ on an alternate-pass course through the five pylons. A change 

station is halfway between the last pylon and the end marker; at this 

station he/she puts the bag carefully on the ground. He leaves the bag 

there and goes around the end marker, comes back, grabs the bag by the 

ears and drags it back through the pylons passing the first pylon by 

his/her left. side, the next by his right, and so-on. Th'e test demands 

explosive strength, trunk strength, body equilibrium and coordination 

under the stress of an external force. In the handling of the sack, it 

requires ,static strength. 

Instructions 

.' .Sack on ground para 11 e 1 to the course and offset 2 feet to the 1 eft of 

center of course. Standing start astride the bag. You will be allowed 

3 attempts to qualify in this event. You must follow instructions or 

default on that attempt. You will have 24.3 seconds for the test. 

, 

!' will say 'Ready, Set, Go;' ·When I say, 'Go,' you li.ft the bag be-

fore moving onto the course~ Go to the right fo110wing the arrow on 
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THE RESCUE (conti~ued) 

'the pylon and pass the first pylon on your right, next on your left, 

and so on. ~Jhen you pass the 1 ast pylon, go to the mark hal f-way 

between the last pylon and the end marker. Set the bag down carefully 

and lay it out flat. Carefully means that you do not drop or throw the 

bag down. Hold it with your hands all the way down. After you set the 

bag down, you continue on around the end markel', come back, grab t~e . 

bag by the ears, and drag it back through the pylons. Follow the ar

row. You must pass each pylon on al ternate shoul ders. Remember,. on 

-the outward course you pa'ss the first pylon with your right sho'ulder . 
. 

Put the bag down carefully and fl at on the ground in the ci rcl e and go 

around the end. Come ba.ck. drag.gi ng the bag through the pylons. Your 

score is the seconds required to complete the course plus a 2-second 

penal ty if you do not set the bag down carefully.: If you drop.;the bag, 
, 

pick it up and continue; there is no penalty. Are there any questions? 

Penalty 

!f a police officer does not set the bag flat on the ground carefully, -

2-seconds penalty. "Carefully" means a controlled handling of the bag 

rather than a drop or throw. If a police officer does not pass with 

right shoulder first but does pass alternate shoulder, no penalty. If 

a police officer drops the bag before ge~ting to the circle, no penalty, 

but he must pick it up, ftnd continue. Other substantial deviations 

from test instructions constitute default for that attempt. One-second 

pena 1 ty for each py"lon knocked down. 
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THE 2ESCUE (continued) 

MinimvJm Standard 

, . 
. Maximwm qualifying score is 24.3 seconds including penalties. If the 

'pel foe officer defaults 2!.. sco'res above 25 seconds he \'Iill immediately 

repeat the eve~t. The pol ice offi ce r wi 11 be a 11 owed a total of 3 

atte~pts to qualify. 
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THE FENCE CLIMB 

Task No.· 

8 Chin up into attic 

9· Struggle up (palms ~own) 

15 Drop and. land in balanced position 

16 Run after drop 

42 Vault fences 

43 Climb fences 

45 Climb a drainpipe 

54 Climb a rope 

56 Climb trees 

67 Cl imb cliffs 

Summary: This test measures'the ability to move.the body vertically 

'in a variety of pursuit tasks and to maintain balance and 

direction when changing from vertical to horizontal purs~it. 

Description of Test 

You will run 15 1
, climb the fence, go around the pylon and back over 

the fence to start. This test requires explosive strength of upper cody 
, 

~ith the body as resistance, trunk strength, and gross coordination 

skins. 

Instructions 

You will be allowed 3 attempts to qualify in this event. You must 

follow instructions or default on that attempt. , 
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THE FENCE CLIMB (continued) 

P.roctor Demonstrate 

Palms down and clarnmer method. "I will say 'Ready!! Set, Go.' On the 

word I Go' you ar'e to run from a standi ng start and get over the fence 

without using any of the side supports. 

Come back across the starting line. That is the end of the test. Your 

score is the number of seconds it takes to complete the test properly. 

If you use the side supports or fail to go around the pylon, you de-
o 

fault that attempt. Are there any questions? 

Penalty 

Touchi.ng fence supports or failure to go around pylon is a default on 

that attempt . 
'. . 

Minimum Standard 

Maximum q~alifYing score is 13.2 seconds inc1uding penalties. If the 

police officer defaults or scores above 13~2 seconds he will immediately 

repeat the event. The police officer will be allowed a total of 3 

attempts to qualify. 
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THE SCRAt~BLE 

·Task No.· 

5 Crav/l on knees in attic' 

10 Crawl (bent over) for 5-'\ 0 minutes 

22 Trip and.regain balance 

23 Hurdle objects 

.34 Jump hedges 

51 Diving through doo'r 

85 Jump out of vehi cl e ",Ii ndow 

90 Change from prone position to full spee? pursuit without 

,using hands 

Summary: Heasures ability for 10\'1 profile movement . 

. , 
Description of Test 

Each pD1ice officer will start from a prone position, flat on the 9round~ 

arms at your sides, 90~ from the direction of the course. You vlil1 get 

up an~ run to the first bench, div~ under it, get up and jump over the 

hurdle, run to the next bench and dive under, and then run around the 

pyl~n. Return the same course but belly-crawl on elbows under the benches 

to the finish lin~. The test demands the ability to maintain equilib-
.. 

rium with a rap'id change of position and center of gravity. It requires 

back flexibility and trunk strength. 

Instructions 

You will be al'lowed 3 attempts to qualify in this event. You must 
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THE SCRAf,1BLE (conti nued) 

,follow instructions or default on that attempt. I vlill say, 'Ready, 

Set, Go. 1 You will start from a prone position, laying flat on the 

ground with your hands at your sides. You will be parallel to the 

nearest bench. When I say, 'Go,' get up, run to the nearest bench 

and dive under~ jump up and run to the hurdle and jump over, run to 

the next bench and dive under, jump Up 3nd run around the pylon mark

er and back to the bench going under it in a belly-cra\'Jl and continue 

the crawl, going under the next bench back to the finish line. A 

belly-crawl means keeping forearms and knees or e1bows·and knees on 

the ground. The body trunk may be off the ground. -That is the en~ 

of the test. Your score will be total seconds plus a 2-seconrl penalty 

for each bench, hurdle or pylon you knock do\'ln. Are there any questions? 

Penalty 

Record total seconds ~2 seconds penalty for each thing knocked 

down or Qver. 

NOTE: If the p'olice officer hits something and it does n.ot go over or 

down, no penalty. If the pJlice officer catches and rights something 

before it hits the ground, no penalty. 

Minimum Standard 

Maximum qualifying score is 22 seconds, including any penalties. If 
-

the police officer defaults or scores above 22 seconds, he will im-

mediately repeat the event. The police officer will be allowed a 

total of 3 attempts to qualify. 
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. 1-1/2 MILE RUN 

. Description 

This is a walk-run. The police officer will be tested in small groups. 

All candiqates will start at the same time and are separately timed at 

finish. This ~est is a measure of maximal oxygen'uptake, or simply, 

the efficiency of the cardiovascular system. 

Instructions 

(Standing Start) 

You mus't follow instructions or default for a zero score. y'ou will have 

13 minutes 10 ~econds to complete 1-1/2 miles. The course requires you 

to run once around the track and then follow the course around the 

grass field. You will follow the fence and mus,t,not cut any corners. 

On returning to the track you will run twice around to finish. After 

you r.each the finish line, you should, for Y9ur own good, walk around 

the inside of ~he track one time. : This will help prevent 'muscle cramp

ing, The gro~p will start at the same time but individual scores will 

be kept. You 'iIi 11 be.di squa 1 i fi ed if you 1 eave the track or take longer 

than 13 minutes, 10 seconds. 

I will say) .' ReadY', Set, Go, I and on, the wora I Go' you wi 11 all start. 

Are you ready? 'Ready' (l second), 'Set' (1 second), 'Go. I 

Penalty. 

Getting out of course is disqualifying. Excess time (above 13 minutes 
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1-1/2 ~IlE RUN (continued) 

10 ~econds) is disqualifying. 

Minimum Standard 

Time limit is 13 minutes 10 seconds. 

'. 
.. 
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CRITICAL MOMENT TASKS FOR SAN JOSE POLICE OFFICERS 

In August of 1973, 13 unifonned police officers met for two consec

utive days \'lith Dr. Thomas Fahey (co-author of this study), Dr. Jay 

Rusmore (San Jose State ~niversity Industrial Psychologist), and Ron

ald Stasch (Personnel Analyst Specialist for the City of San Jose). 

All offi cers were men wi th not 1 ess than two years and not more 

than ten years of on-the-street experienc~.' Th~se office~s were asked 

t9 draw upon their fielc.: experience to identify all the physically de-
, 

manding tasks of their work, and to determine those morilents,when the 

performance of a physical 'task was critical, to the success o'f a par

ticular .emergellcy. The process involved 'first the recall of major 

emergencies encountered by each dfficer, and then the careful break

down of the Officer's actions into detailed physi.cal performance tasks. 

All tasks have been listed in order of their occurrence by a re

'cording secretary. The fo)lowing pages show these tasks. 
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NUMBER 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. ' 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
-' 

20. 

21. 

22. 

.23. 

24 • 

Exiting of patrol car 

Running through house 

C1imh stairs 

: Run up stairs 

TASKS 

Crawl on knees in attic (18"-4') 

Supporting partner on shoulders 

V~rtical jump from chair 

Chin up (palms forward) into attic 

Struggle up (palms down) 

Crawl (bent over) 5-10 minutes 

Duck wal'k while balancing on 2x4 beams (joint) 

Duck walk in basement (low ov~rhead)., 

',Be11y-crm'Jl 

Hang from beams 

, 

Land in ba1an~~d posi~ion following 21-10' drop 

Run quickly upon landing after drop 

P~rforming physical activities quietly 

Move. furniture 

Lift furnit!Jre 
~ ,; 

-tift ,suitcases 

'Dodge items 

Tri~ and regain balance, 

Hurdle objects 

Shove objects while moving 
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L?5. 

.::26. 

:;27. - . 
~g~. 

, ~g~. 

53Q. 

E~l. 

£~~. 

6~Q. 

6~?· 

fig? 

" ' 6§~. 

,-64Q· 

'641. 

6~?· 

61~· 

£~4~ 

-£~9 . 

TASKS 

_Shove people while' moving 

-forcing doors (bedroom, closet) open 

-One-man kick to force doors 

:Pul1ing doors open 

:forcing sliding doors 

~~qrci ng wi nd~\lls ope~ 

:Crawl through windows 

:D~ag suspect from under fur~iture 

:Pu~l object from suspect's hands 
......... -. . 

Jump hedges (1 '-3') 

:~Odge low hanging objects while running 

';Qodging and weaving while among obj~cts 

~P,erforming #36 ;n alternate good and 'poor footing 
\\",( . 

K~~~iD9 sharp turns while running on alternate surfaces 

L~~~f9rming #38-with eqyipment on 

cg~~pip~ ,full speed up hills 

C~QPDing-full speed down hill 

f (3 '-4') SMCf.~lt}lJg: ences 

c~lf~~ipg_fences 

C~~f.\gi~~ jn balance after' climbing an object in offset terrain 

R8~~tph~ng drain pipes (up and down) 

Rgh~'~~ foothold while hanging from roof 

p'~~~~~~g~on steep angled roofs 

R8~R~~~g~on steep angled roofs 
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NUMBER 

49. 

50 • 

51-

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57-. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

-64. 

65. 

'66. 

67. 

68. 

69 .. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

TASKS 

Jumping from roof top to roof top 

:Full speed broken field running 

. Diving head first through door 

'Cl imbi ng fi re es capes 

Reverse direction in closed space 

Climb a rope 

Climbing ladders 

Climbing trees 

Balancing and walking on branch 

Lifting people 

Carrying people 

Running through slippery terrain 

Running through entangling terrain 

'Restraining injured people 

Lifting injured people 

Carrying injured people 

Climb hills 

SWim,out of pools with clothes on 

Climbing up and down cliffs 
- , 

Climbing up and do0n stream banks 

Running through bushes 

Running and hopping from stone to stone (slippery) 

Running through traffic 

Running through cro~/ds 
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NUMBER. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

8l. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89: 

90. 

91'. 

92. 

93. 

. 94. 

95. 

96 •. 

TASKS 

Running backwards 

Sidestep 

Run sideways 

Walking on narrow unstable surface 

Walking and balancing on toes arid balls of feet 

Standing in position for long perio~s of time· 

Dodging flying objects 

Throwing objects 

Force open damaged auto doors 

Bending auto fenders 

Uprighting police motorcycle 

Pushing vehicles, 

Jump out of car window 

Rolling to crouch fo11owing dive 

Rolling from prone position following dive 

Rolling from position to position laterally 

Maintaining crouch posttion for prolonged periods of time 

Changing from prone to full speed pursuit I'lithout using hands' 

Partially lift and drag - semf-conscious person 

'Parti~llY lift and drag '- struggling person 

~nging onto rear of moving van (using drip-rail) 

- "Entering· van and removi,ng protesting person 

"Stri'P clothing from 1 imp person 

Strip clothing from protesting person. 
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NUMBER 

97. 

9B. 

99. 

100. 

101-

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107 .• 

108 • 

109. 

110 .. 

111. 

112. 

11'3. 

. .... 

114. 

115. 

TASKS 

Supporting persons' upright for long periods (semi-conscious). . 
Forcing protesting person into prone position 

Forcing protesting person into small opening (~atrol car) 

plI.l1 protesting person into small opening (car) 

Forcing resisting person onto stomach 

Knee into small of suspect's back . 

Pry arm inccl small of back using one (1) hand 

Cuff one ha1nd, transfer and' ho 1 d w; th other hand 

Pry suspect's remaining hand into small. of back 'and cuff 

Stand cuffed suspect on two feet 

Keep suspe:ct upright when consciously resisting (going limp) 

Pinning resisting suspect to car h~o~ for searching 

Pinning resisting suspect to wall for searching o~_cufffng, 
.{ 

Main.tain'ing balance while wardin~ off kicks and blo\'/s while 

handling suspect 
... 

~pplY neck restraining hold to resisting suspect (choke hold) 

",1'Ia.iutaining balance and control while performing wall search 

" ttm:re5 i sting) 

l'erf-nrm selrch and cuff operations while warding off sus

'-pet:t~'S friends 

~rest1e sEspect with one hand while maintaining control of 

gun wi tb Jdher 

Harding "off blm/s and kicks from crm'/d while maintaining 

weapon cOTJ,trol and finding secure position 
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NUMBER 

. 116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

TASKS 

Maintaining vleapon control (2 handed) when being beaten by 

several suspects (fetal position) 

Use baton in clubbing motion 

Striking with fist 

Kicking 

Uses any available object as clubbing weapon (clipboard, 

flashlight, 'cuffs, etc.} 

Striking with knees and elbows 

Grabbing and pulling hair to maintain control of suspect 

Lifting and thro\'Ji ng suspect to ground 

Breaking suspect's choke hold 

Stomping on suspect's instep 

Twist suspect's fingers to maintain control of direction 

Twist suspect's ~~rist to maintain control of direction 

Maintaining physical control in 'areas contamil')ated with 

chemical irritants (mace} and restricted breathing, 

Performing strenuous activities in contaminated atmosphere 

Performing strenuous activities with gas mask on 

Broken field running under limited visability (gas mask) 

Rapidly entering and exiting bu~ with full riot gear 

Performing physical activities with flak vest on 

Climbing fe~ces with weapons in hands (one or both) 

Maintaining njght vision in sudden chang~ (light/dark) 

Performing any physica'i activities while injured or in pain 
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137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

14·7. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

15,. 

-152. 

153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

TASKS 

Running long distances (1/4 mile +) 

'Fighting for long time periods (3 minutes +) 

. Coming to abrupt stop from full speed 

:Change direction after running full speed 

Tack1~ng a suspect while running 

Parrying and blocking blows and kicks. 

Body slam suspect against object 

Cross body block suspects 

Apply one (1) hand front choke 

Performing high kick to suspect's chest (5') 

Exposive 'back jump (defensive) 

Apply bear hug 

Apply wrist restraint to women or weaker suspects 

, perform physical activities while holding breath 

Performing physlcal activities under nauseating conditions 

Performing physical activities under emotional stress 

(fear, anger, anxiety, etc.) 

Safely operate high-speed vehicle (reaction time) while 

using radio and other equipment (cobrdination} 

Force. air into suspect during mouth resuscitation 

Running while carrying injured persons 

Pick up and ~ove barricades and portable signal 

Hold weapon at full extension for extended, time (pistol 

37-52 ounces) 
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NU1~BER TASKS 

158. Fire 12-gauge shotgun with one hand 

159. 

160. 

Fire weapon with either hand 

Loading w~apon under stress 

161. Firing while running 

162. Firi~g weapon from moving vehicle 

163. Making loud commands (shou'ting) 

164. Pinning suspect I sarms to sides (\>./omen)' 
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APIPENDIX C 

"RIPLICATI:-IIUP~"VI.OI\·. co.',. . 
SUPERVlSiOR'S REPORT OF ACCIDENT 

Employer 

Nome of Inlured 

Age . Married Occupation " " . ~ 

O,,'a of Accident 19_,_Hour' .. , 
Nature of Injury 

. . 
" , ~ 

Who gave (jul aid. iF ~nr1 

Name ond oddre$~ of ph)"icicl!'l , 

-
Did iniured Icave wor~? ' Dote , :Time 

Did injured return to wor~? " _ Dole .... 
.. ~me 

, , 

W.0l Iniured oding in regular line of du!y? 

'Nomes of Witnesses . , ' .. 
'" ", 

, 

Where and hoW' did a~cident oecur,? - . - - , 
. - . , , , . 

, " - ' 

; , .. . . 
: ., 

. 
, . . 

.' ., , -
What sleps have bee,n taken to prevent a sImilar occident? 

. 
J . ," . , : - " " ' " . ... :. 

, 
" .. , 

" - ' 

" . 

. ' 
~:' ". . 

:: .. .... , 
001. 

, . 19 __ 
aU\"ItRVISOR'l! SICNA.TUR£ 

STATE COMPENSATION INSlIRANCE FUND 
525 Golden Gate Avenue . 

Sun Franchca, California 94102 
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-t ~ 
t ~ _____________________________ 1 

r OFI!:1..0NI~US ASSAULT California Dcpartmt!l1t 0/ JU$tict!j DjlliIi~n oj Law Enforumtnt/Bureau 0/ Criminal StatlItlc$ 

REPORT OF LAW ENFORCEr-.1ENT OFFICER OACCIDENT 

];;.;KlLLED OR INJURED IN ACCIDENT OR ASSAULT r~O=<-"""-T-"-'-----------:: 
'" 

•

' ' OSEV~Re: (HaSP) i 
_~ ~~q~I~----------------------I~D~A~T~~~(I~-1~2~1~------ OMODER~E(~~ORI (~ I 

I 

DpATROL 

DJA'L o Dt:TECTIVES 

DOHOUTY 

OOTHER 
s~clfY ________ _ 

! ' 

""0.(411 

OLIGHT 

OOAR\<; o U'N l<H o'W N 

----

M.NOR !FIRST-AIDI _,~ 

RANK (2111 ~~-T:126-Vl WTTz~II--301-ISI!:X 1311 RACe (iii ":G'J~3-34,--YRS. (35-;361 I'-SSN . 
IN INCHES • B 0 IN'( S. EXPERIENCE f 

TYrEOI"'-AS$1GHMIi:-NT (40-"1-1 -I o Ff"'CE-R':I ACTIVITY \42.431 ---------~, 
RESPONDING .0: ~ 

0' MAH YEH. O~OB.,!tRY OSUSP. CIRCUMSTANCr:: t. 
O? MAl'( VEH. OgJURGLARY OMEN,.ALLY DERANGED f 
O ... OOT PATROi.. DtHSTURDANct DAMBUSH t 
OMOTORCYI..'; Ot::~VII.OI50ROER 0 ATTEMPT OTHER ARP.EST i f 
DOTHER • OY~A'FIC STOP OOTHER ~1 

O~APltlLING CUSTODY Speclfy____________ r SpeclfY' ________ _ 
t'RISONI!:AS 

I 
DAYO"-WEEK ("'1 

WAS OF''''ICI!R (BO) 

DALONI!: 

OWJPAR"TH~R 
OC;;Rour 0 ... OFI"ICE:RS 

DOTHER 
specrry 

I NT. (1I7-1I(1) \VT. (1I9-60) 

II" hCCIDJ;NT. GIVE TYpE \1I1-lS2\ 

OTRA .... Coi.L'SIOH 

OTRAUIIHC;; CLASS 

L 
OANIMAL lilTS 

OOTHER . 
Speclfy _---, ______ _ 

Sf:X (62/ r RACifT6~3l- AGE 154-6111 

,- ---~l 

OKHII"E 

OCLU6 

OFIREARM 

II" FIREARM 

OHANOS/FEET 

D BITErrEETH 

DOTHER, 

Speclfy ____ _ 

WHOSE ______ _ 

TYPE 

CALIBER 

PRIOR RECORDT66-67, 

l 
\' 
!' ., 

t: 
~. 

-------------------

~ 

· ,. 
Ii 
~ 

!-
, 
• 

Count an assault or acdd.ent only when the severity of the injury to the officer is great enough to re'quire at least some 
form of first aid treatment. The first aid may be administered by the officer J?imself. 

i 
• 

!' Bruises, broken t.eeth, cuts, etc., are considered requiring first aid treatment. 

Complete this form for eVf'ry law enforcement officer assaulted or killed within your agency whether a charge or 
arrest was made or not. This. includes off duty officers and reserves. Mail all completed forms at the end of each 

month to: 

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL STATISTICS r. 

330 I C STKEET 

I
U SACi~: .. ", ,. ~ 

~-------~-,,--------~.------------------~-----------~ 
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